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Mr. DUBors, from the Committee on Public Landt;, submitted the 
following 
REPORT. 
[To accompany Senate Res.No. 392.] 
RESOLUTION. 
Rea~lved, That the Committee on Public Lands, by the full committee or by a sub-
committee to be appointed by the chairman, be authorized to investlgate the issue 
of patents for the lands embraced in what is known as the Perrine grant, in the 
State of Florida, with power to send for persons and papers and to administer oaths. 
T~e Committee on Public Lands, having had under consideration the 
subJect-matter referred to in the foregoing resolution, after full investi-
gatwn of _the facts as presented by the record and witnesses examined, 
and consideration of the law as determined by the United States 
Supreme Court, report as follows: 
That the patent was jssued on proofs submitted to and approved by 
the Commissioner of the General Land Office and the Secretary of the 
Interior, under the acts of Congress of July 7, 1838, and February 18, 
1841, which read as follows: -
[A.ct of July 7, 1888.J 
Whereas in obedience to the Treasury circular of the sixth of September, eighteen 
hundred and twenty-seven, Doctor Henry Perrine, late American consul at Cam-
peachy? has distinguished himself by his persevering exertions to introduce tropical 
plants 10to the United States· and 
. Whereas he ha,s. demonstrated the existence of a tropical climate in southern Flor-
ida, _and bas shown the consequent certainty of the immediate domestication of 
tropical plants in tropical Florida, and the great probability of their gradual accli-
mation throughout all our Southern and South western States, especially of such 
profitable plants as propagate themselves on the poorest soils; and 
Whereas if the enterprise should be successful it will render valuable our hitherto 
w orthless soUs by covering them with a den~e population of small cultivators and 
family manufacturerR, and will thus promote the peace, prosperity, and permanency 
of the Union : Therefore, 
Be it enacted by the Senate and E(ouse of Representatives of the United States of America 
in C~ngress assembled, That a township of land i~ hereby gra~ted to Doctor H~nry 
P errme and his associates in the southern extremity of the penwsula of east Florida, 
to be located in one body of six miles square, upon any portion of the public lands 
below twenty-six degrees north latitude. 
S1w. 2. And be-it further enacted, That the sai~ tract of lan<l shall be located with~n 
t w o years from this date by said Henry P errme, and shall be surveyed under his 
direction by the surveyor of Florida, provided tha.t it shall not em~race any land 
having sufficient quantities of naval timber to be re erved to the Umted States nor 
auy site for maritime ports or cities. . 
SEC. 3. And be it J111·fhf'r enacted, That whenever any section of Janel in said tr~ct 
shall be really occupied hy a bona tide 1:1ettler actuaJl,v engaged m the_propagat10n 
or cultivation of va.luable tropical plants, and upoll proof _thereof bemg. made to 
the Commissioner of the Geueral Land Office, a patent hall issue to the said Henry 
l.-1errine anu his asso(jiates. 
S. RCJ)• 3-61 
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SEC. 4. And be it further enacted, That every section of land in the tract aforesaid, 
which shall not be occupied by an actual settler positively engaged•in tbe propaga-
tion or cultivation of useful tropical l)lants within eight years from the location of 
said tract, or when the said adjacent territory shall be surveyed and offered for ale, 
shall be forfeited to the United States. (5 Stats., 302.) 
[Act of February 18, 1841.] 
Whereas under the provisions of the act to which this act is a supplement, Dr. Henry 
Perrine made, in the manner thereby required, the location therein authorized, and, 
while engaged in the necessary measure to carry into effect the object contemplated 
by said act was murdered by the Seminole Indians; and whereas Mrs. Ann F. Per-
rine, the widow of the said Doctor Perrine, is anxious to continue the undertaking thus 
commenced by her late husband, but is prevented from so doing by the continuance 
of the Indian war in Florida: Therefore, 
Be it en.acted, etc., That Mrs. Ann F. Perrine, the widow of the said Henry Perrine, 
and Sarah Ann Perrine, Hester M. S. Perrine, and Henry E. Perrine, his surviving 
children, are hereby declared to be entitled to all the rights and privileges vested in 
and granted to the said Dr. Henry Perrine by the act to which this is supplement, 
and that the time limited by said act in which every section of said grant should be 
occupied to prevent the forfeiture of the same to the United States be, and the same 
is hereby, extended to eight years from and after the time when the present Indian 
war in Florida shall cease and determine. · 
From the record it appears that the land selected was officially sur-
veyed in 1847, and then designated on the public maps as "Perrine 
grant," aud that during said year the Perrine heirs caused the settle-
ment on the grant of thirty-six families from the Bahama Islands. 
The ·e familie are said to have been driven away by the Indians in 
1848. Thenceforward and until a recent date said heirs were seeking 
to secure a confirmation of the title by Congressional action without 
having attempted any compliance with the conditions of the grant 
other than as indkated. 
In 1873 application was made by the State of Florida to list the 
lands embraced within the grant to the State under the swamp-land 
act of 1850, which application was refused upon the ground that the 
lands belonged to the Perrine heirs. 
In 1889 application of certain parties to use the Perrine land for the 
propagation of valuable tropical plants was refused by the Secretary 
of the Interior on the ground that the Perrine heirs still seemed to 
have an interest in the land. Nothing further appears to have been 
done in the way of geueral settlement upon the land until 1896, although 
the evidence show that some thirteen squatters have been residing 
upon the grant for terms varying from two to thirty years. 
In December, 1895, a bill wa introduced in the Senate-probably at 
the instance of said sq natter -providing for the forfeiture of the entire 
grant, and in respon e to inquiries the Secretary of the Interior 
informed the committee in January, 1896, that the interest of the Per-
rine heirs in the grant was still recognized by the Department. 
ow, in regard to the i ue of the patent: 'fhe record and the te ti-
mony how that in the pring of 1896 the Perrine heirs and their a 
ciate entered into written contract with all of the squatters th~n u1 on 
the grant, and numerou other persons who were by them induced to 
be ·ome settlers thereou, by the terms of which said contract aid 
qua ter and other per on bargained and agreed to a sist aid heir~ 
and h ir a ociate in ompl ing with the conditions and requirement 
of aid Tauting act · and for their ervice and expen e in the prem-
i e it a a r d that each of the contracting settler hould rec · 
portion of the grant aryfog from 40 to 80 acres each. 
arly in ·ember, 1896 proof were prepared and filed in the G n-
er l and Offi e, on i ing of om 400 affidavits bowing compli n 
with he term and coudition of the granting act . These proo w 
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considered and examined for over thirty days by the Commi sioner of 
the General Land Office and the Secretary of the Interior, and were by 
each of said officers approved as showing fult and complete compliance 
with the law. These proofs applied to each section, showing that upon 
each section a settlement bad been made and valuable tropical plant 
placed thereon, which were at the da.te of the submission of the proofs 
in a growing condition. It further appears from the said affidavits tJ1nt 
about 50 settlers, including the squatters, were located upon the grant. 
Having reached the concJusion that the proofs showed a satisfactory 
· compliance with the grant, said proofs not being controverted as to 
settlement and improvements, the Department concluded that tlJe 
grantees were entitled to patent, and in pursuance of such conclusion 
patent was issued in the regular and orderly course of business. 
It does not appear from the record, or from any testimony presented 
to the committee, that there was any departure from customary pro-
cedure in the Land Office or the office of the Secretary of the Inte-
rior in connection with the filing of the proofs, the examination thereof, 
the issuance of the patent, or any other act or circumstance connected 
therewith. 
The Department held, and properly so as the committee believe, that 
the grant was one in prresenti, and that at any time before a formal decla-
ration of forfeiture by Congress for failure to comply with the conditions 
subsequent, the grantees had the right to comply with the terms of the 
grant and to submit proof of such compliance, and that upon the filing 
of such proof of compliance, in good faith, with the terms and con-
ditions of the grant, and the approval thereof by the Commissioner of 
the General Land Office, the grantees became entitled to a patent. 
From the time of the reference of the afor6said bill to the committee 
much difficulty has been encountered in attempting to deal equitably 
and justly with the conflicting interests, because of disputed questions 
of fact as to the extent to which the heirs had complied with the con-
ditions of the grant prior to the introduction of the bill. Pendiug tlie 
at~empt by the committee to reach a just conclusion the said Perrille 
heirs and their associates proceeded to and did comply, tecbnicaJly, at 
least, with the terms of the grant as to each section embraced tbcrci;1, 
and furnished proof thereof as stated. In the opinion of the committee 
neither criticism nor blame can be properly attached to the officers of 
the Government in approving the proofs and issuing the patent. There 
does not appear, either in the record or in the testimony presented to 
the committee, any evidence of either fraud or mistake of fact or Jaw. 
During the investigation prosecuted in conformity with the resolu-
tion of the Senate the record and the teRtimony have shown that the 
grant had been made by Congress, not only in contemplation of services 
to be rendered but as recognition of services theretofore rendered by 
Dr. Perrine in introducing and experimenting with the growth of valu-
able tropical plants in the United States. During his efforts to com-
ply with the grant, as stated in the act of 1841, Dr. Perrine was killed 
by the Indians. Again, in 1848, the efforts of his heirs to comply with 
the law were frustrated by the interference of the hostile Seminole 
Indians. Evidence of the efforts of Dr. Perrine to comply with the law 
remains throughout southern Florida in the wide distribution of sisal 
hemp, which seems to have been introduced by him on this grant and 
is now growing wild in that section of the country. 
All the facts being considered, the case of the heirs of Dr. Perrine, 
as presented to the committee by the testimony and the record, bears 
every evidence of merit and good faith. The laches of the heirs in 
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complying with the conditions prescribed in the grauting acts seem to 
have proceeded from inability so to do. The testimony disclose~ tl,e 
fact that in 1896, stimulat@d no doubt by the proposed forfeitnrr: the. e 
heirs were driven to make what appears to be, as disclosed before the 
committee in the investigation, a hard bargain with the Florida alld 
East Coast Railway Company, whereby said <'-orporation, in considera-
tion of furnishing the means to earn the grant, obtained from the 
heirs a contract for the conveyance of about 10,000 acr~s of the land 
embraced therein. The friction between the heirs and the settlers, 
which resulted in the presentation of the resolution for the investiga-
tion of the issuance of patent, originated in contention for better terms 
by about nine out of fifty settlers, who insisted that the land agent of 
the railroad company who contracted with them on behalf of the Per-
rine heirs and said railroad company, which bad become associated 
with them, orally agreed to have a dike and canal constructed for the 
improvement of the grant. Some of the settlers iu sisted that said 
dike and canal should be constructed before pateHt was obtained, or, in 
lieu thereof, that they should receive a greater quantity of land than 
<"alled for by their written contracts. 
The evid nee presented does not controvert the proofs submitted to 
the Department upon which the patent was issued, the settlement 
and the improvement on all the sections being shown to be as alleged 
by th proof: on file in the Land Office. 
Tbe only additi011al precaution the Department could )lave taken in 
the prenti , e · would have been to send a special agent to Florida to ascer-
tain if tlle factR disclosed by an examination of the land as to settle-
ment and improvements sustained the averments in the obviously 
J1a, tily prepared proofs of compliance with the terms of the grant. 
The funds and force were at the disposal of the Department for the 
purpo e indicated. 
'lhe evidence presented to the committee shows that, with the excep-
tion of the squatters and families from the Bahama Islands already 
mentioned, settlem nts on the land began only last May, and no trop-
ical 1 lant were set out by the agents or settlers, who were acting for 
the Perrine heirs and the railroad company, until October. From the 
nature of the land, being without roads and much of it under water, 1t 
was apparently impo sible to build substantial houses, and those erected 
were not ub tantial, ome of them being only covered with paper and 
con tructed of pine log . The tropical plants, in most cases, cover only 
1 acre, and have been et out among tree ' in some instances, bowing 
that an effort ha been made to comply with the Jetter rather than the 
I irit of the law. ffida its have been filed indi ating tliat alr ady 
ome of the e et 1 r have left their new llome , if that word can be 
applied to the ettlement , and the plants et out in October are, in ..::ome 
i11 ta nee. , aid to be dying or dead for the want of attention. The work 
of ettlement began in :lay; the tropical plants were : et out in O tober 
and ov mb r· proof; were begun in Dee mber and filed with tl e 
Depar men , and the patent i ued on the 4th of F bruary. It i tl u. 
een hat the Perrin and their a ociate._ the railroad corupm1y ar 
the a tor ey who w rked on a commi, ·ion, have obtain d 23.00 a r 
of o ernment 1 nd, under condition which, in a year' time. mav 
materially chang . 
It can not be uppo ed that it as the intention of on o-re t 
awa thi large bod of land upon pr ten e of compl~ ing- wi h 
condition , and owing to the bort time in e th o-calfed ·· 
ment were made and the tropical plant et out it i irnpo ibl 
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at this time whether a fraud had been perp trat d up n the overn-
ment or not. The record and proof now u tain tb p, t nt. were 
assured by those who were authorized to p ak b, t tb rio-bt .. of au 
squatters, as set forth in their contract i h th railr a i ompany 
would be protected and that deed would b 111, d t 11 m. If tlJi 
pledge be complied with in good faith it will be probe bl to tb b t 
mt0rest of all concerned to leave the matter a it i a should the 
grant be forfeited, it would either go to the State of Florida a wamp 
land or remain undeveloped, it being very evident tbat it would require 
considerable capital to open it aud protect it from the ov rflow of the 
Ever~lades. If the pledge of fair dealing with the q u, tters and set-
tlers 1s not redeemed further action by Congress may be in order. 
VIEWS OF THE MINORITY. 
The evidence shows that not until about May, 1896, over forty years 
after the termination of the Seminole Indian War, did the heirs or as o-
ciates of Dr. Henry Perrine ever pretend to perform the conditions 
named in the acts of Congress of 1841. 
That about said time the said Perrine heirs, being without means or 
facilities, associated with them the Florida East Coast Railway, by one 
J. E. Ingraham, land commissioner of said company, to assist the said 
heirs in carrying out the enterprise, agreeing with said company that 
upon a patent being issued to the said Perrines by the United States 
the interest in said land was to be divided as follows: The said Perrines 
to receive one-half, the said railroad company one-half less the interest 
to be given to certain settlers as hereinafter stated. 
That in compliance with said agreement and about the month of 
June, 1896, an alleged agreement was entered into by and between the 
settlers and the said Ingraham on the part of the railway company, 
whereby in consideration of said settlers withdrawing all proceedings 
before the Land Department of the United States antagonistic to the 
claim of title of the heirs of the Perrines * * * and further, to 
make proof as required, etc., the said company covenanted to deed to 
said ettlers a portion of said Perrine land to the extent of 40 acre 
each, etc., the said railway company covenanting "that it will use it 
good offices to procure from the United States the confirmation of tlie 
title to the lands known as Perrine grant and the issuance of a patent 
th refor." 
The evidence shows that much of the land on what is termed the back 
e tion of the Perrine grant is separated a large portion of the year 
by urface water from the shore land on Biscayne Bay, which materially 
depreciat s the value of said back sections, but by the construction 
of proper dikes and canals for drainage purposes said back sections 
would be worth four times as much as in the present state. That at 
th time said agreement was made between the said railroad company 
and the settler , whereby said settlers should receive 40 acres each it 
wa represented by the railroad company and verbally promised that 
aid company would con truct the necessary canals and dikes which 
would make each said 40 acres as valuable as 160 acres without the ame · 
and it is strenuously contended by said settlers in their protests and 
affidavits on file, that they were led into making said agreement rely-
ing upon aid representations, but that said canals and dike have 
never been so con tructed and the letter on file and in evidence from 
Mr. Ingraham di clo e the intention of said company not to do o. 
That in o ember of 1896 one E. I. Robin on, holding power of 
attorney from ome of the objecting settlers, addressed a letter to the 
Interi r Department reque ting to be advi ed the proper form.• n 
mode of pre enting prote ts and petitions prote ting again t the 1 n-
in o- of said patent to the Perrine heirs, whereupon he received th 
following letter: 
Mr. E. L ROBINSON, Jacksonville, Fla.: 
IR: I am in receipt of your letter of November 16, 1896, inolosing a Jetter 
James A. Smith, one of the settlers OJ2 the Pei:rw.e grant, and a paper which ap 
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to be a contract or agreemen t betw en !r . 
?n 40 acres of land within sa id g r an , ud b 
1~ w1?-ich the compan y agrees, in con id r. ti 
t1vat10n, for such time as m ay b e r eqnir <l 
(?ffice,. "to use its good offices to secu r o 
:firmat10n of t he title to the h e irs of H n r 
rine grant, and to secure from s a i d b i 
. You ask t o be instru cted as to the form f p titi n 
In your (this) office. 
, You are adv ised in reply that the m a t ter of th 
Congres_s, a~d any petition with regard to th m 
I here'!1th m close a copy of Sena t e bill "o. 161, r I. t i 
grant, 11;1troduced by Senator Call December 3, 1 -. 
further mformation on the subject. 
Very respectfully, E. F. BE r. 
In compliance with said letter, all prot t and petiti n hi h w re 
properly sworn to and executed were tran mi t on °T and never 
found their way to the Interior Department. hil opi f th ame 
were bef?re the Department, yet it was contend d b th a torney for 
the Per~mes (see his brief) that they should n t b on id red b ing 
only copies, as against the sworn proofs and affida i on fi1 and a a 
matter of fact they were not considered. ( Ir. Lion en b ro- r, of the 
fiD1
epartment, stating before the committee that no affidavit" were on 
e, only copies.) 
B It was contended by counsel for the Perrines that at the time of the est letter the proofs were not filed and the matter wa not before the 
Department. ( Has not this matter been before the Department for 
years?) In any event, whether or not the settlers were so advised by 
tte Department with the intention "of deceiving them, the facts remain 
tt at they ~ere deceived and their protests not considered, and we con-eud that if the Department had been one-half as zealous in desiring 
to protect the interests of the settlers as they were in ''railroading" the 
patent through for the Perrines that as soon as it discovered its mis-
ta~e that said application for patent was pending, it would have notified 
said settlers of the proper place to file their petitions and protests. 
_The Department certainly had ample opportunity of correcting its 
mistake, and not doing so it bears the earmarks of "suppressio veri." 
AU of the improvements up until about the middle of 1896 that were 
~ade upon the Perrine grant were made by squatters and settlers locat-
mg upon said grant, not as settlers under the Perrine grant, but by 
settlers who had a right to expect that said grant would be.forfeited 
by o"ongress by reason of having so long remained unappropriated by 
the Perrine heirs, and who in that belief desired and determined to 
make homes for themselves with a view of perfecting their titles under 
the land laws of the United States. 
See case of Lake Superior Ship Canal, Railroad and Iron Company v. 
Cunningham (155 U. S., 370-384), wherein it is said: 
If a party entering upon a tract, although he knew it was within the limits of 
au old railroad o-rant did so under the honest belief and expectation that the grant 
is not technically extingnished by lap e of time l.tad rematned so Iong unapp~OJ?riated 
uy any beneficiary that ()ongress would shor~Iy res1_1me 1t, and m_ that_ be~rnf det!3r- · 
mined to rnake for himself :t lwme thereon, with a view of perfoctmg his title unuer 
the land laws of the Unitecl tates, when the forfeiture should be :finally decided it 
must be held we think that he is within the term of this confirmatory act and a bona 
fide claimant of a hom'estead. 
That subsequent to th agreem nt between ~he Perrine heirs and the 
said railroad comp,rny aid rnmpa_11y tllro~gh 1ts agent, cau ed ettlers 
to be located on all nns ttl cl . ·twn , wJnch O· all d s t tlers, we sub-
mit the evidence how w r 11ot a ·tual b na fide ttlers. 
' 
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See affidavit of Sarah Roberts, which say::;: 
After the b ack settlers made tbe.ir attempted proof for the railroad company tl11·J 
left the grant with uut a_ few exceptions. 
See also affidavit of John W. Roberts: 
I know that some of them went off after they proved up, but now tbey are com-
ing back; I know of a few of them that are trying to ::;ell out tlieir claims. 
Also see affidavit of James A. Smith: 
That he with Mehring and others have [been] inspecting these new settlers' places, 
and find sixteen of these back settlers have apparently deserted; and most of the 
houses are incomplete, and but few door shutters, aud but few wells, and some 
places they have no tools or any evidences that their owner bad any further nse for 
them· most of their trees are dead and what aint are dying for want of work and 
care;' there is no grub in their houses, and some have no cooking utensils; some are 
trying to sell out theiI· claims. * " ,v-
Also see affidavit of E. W. Sigsbee and George H. Mehring, who 
swear to the same facts as are set forth in the Smith affidavit; also 
affidavit of .John F. Roberts, who states that the new men who made 
proofs on the back sections for the Perrines by girdling a few trees and 
building pole tents are away with the exception of seven or eight. 
That when proof was made there were present S. H. Richmond, 
pecially employed agent of the company; George A. MacDonald, whose 
evidence di clo es the fact that he was employed by the railroad com-
pany and who acted in the capacity of a professional witness to a greater 
number of the proofs, appearing in some cases as a disinterested wit-
ne ; also Eugene F. McKinley, attorney of said company, specially 
del gated to superintend the making of said proofs. 
Thirteen of said ettlers objected to the making of said proofs for the 
reason that aid company refused to comply with its promises to con-
truct said canal. iue of the 13, to wit, J. A. Smith, Ephriam W. 
Sig bee, J. W. Roberts, J. F. Roberts, Sarah M. Roberts, George H. 
Mehring, Robert 0. Swiudel, E. I. Robinson, and Annie R. Woodward, 
per i ted. and continued to refuse to make proof, and have never done 
o; neverthele aid railroad. company's agent secured other per 011 ' 
with ut said objecting ettlers' knowledge or consent, to make affidavit 
of aid objecting ettlers' occupancy and improvements, as involuntary 
settler under the Perrine grant, instead of settlers expecting to become 
homesteader . 
And aid settlers were thereby involuntarily metamorphosed from 
"e pectant borne teaders" to Perrine ettlers; which act wa sanctioned 
by the Department, a appear from the letter of the honorableCommi -
ioner of the General Land Office during the inve tigation before the 
committee on file with the committee, in which it is stated: 
Ia.min receipt of your letter of this date asking me to furnish you to-day at the 
enate a list of all person cfaiming to be ettler on the Perrine grant under t he 
Perrine h eir . Following is a list referred to, so far a I see appears on the recor<l 
of this office. 
Then follow a Ii tin the honorable orumi ioner' letter in whi ·h i 
in ·lud d. he nam of the above objecting . ettler , who barn ne,- r 
claime l under th P rrine heir and who have uev r igned or m, d 
proof and. who h, v ·tr nnou ly object d to making aid proof b : 11 _ 
the contra ·t the entered into with the railroad company to mak · 1d 
Ir f wa made under dur c r ion and fal. e and fraudulent 1 I -
re. ntation a are t fi rth in their I r te k, copi of which pr 
w r filed ith the Der artment. but, a th record. of the office h 
were not con idere I, becau e the ame ere not sworn to . 
• 
PE&BlNE G 
In the matter of the investigation of h 
Dr. Henry Perrine to certain land in lori 
1841, pending before the honorable Com.mi 
States Senate. 
BRIEF IN BEHALF OF THE CONTESTING SETTLERS 
[.E. V. Brookshire, OOllll.Sel for n .J 
We desire to call your attention to 
Oregon under the Congressional act kno n th 
we a!e convinced have a direct application to h 
fact mvolved in the Perrine grant. · 
In the case of Lee v. Summers (2 Oregon ..... 60) 
Where Congress grants land in words of pre ent grant, the lell"a.] titl pa to the 
g\'antee. (13 Peters, 449; 6 Cranch, 128; 8 id., 244; 2 Wheaton, 19 ; 12 ters, 554.) 
The cases just cited show that the title e imm diat l in the 
donee, not the less because the title vest in him conditional and ubject 
t~ be defeated by his failure to comply with the law, nor becan e the 
. borders. are yet to be determined by survey . 
. The right to resist a patent improperly issued, as we believe thePer-
rme paten~ to hav~ been, rests only with the Government and those 
who stand man attitude lawfully to claim under the Government. 
In the Oregon case cited we find the following language: 
48 This subj~c~ is r~viewed by Judge Field in the case of Moore v. Wilkenson, 13 Calif., z, wh~re it 1s laid down that a patent can not be set aside except in favor of those G ose title was at the time such as to enable them to resist any action of the 
· O'Vernment respecting it. 
b ~herefore we think it clear that the settlers on the Perrine grant, 
emg unable to resist a forfeiture of the grant by the Government, 
woul~ be unable to attack the patent, which we believe to be improp-
erly JSsued, consequently their rights can only be saved by the Gov-
er~ment asserting its right in the premises, because the Perrines have 
failed _to c?mply with the conditions subsequent within the time 
P:r:escri bed m the act making the grant. 
:ti 
In t~e case of Blakesly v. Caywood, 4 Oregon, 279 (in syllabus), we 
nd tb1s language: 
d The done~ takes upon conditions subsequent-by operation of the donation act the 
onee ac_q?ires the land in fee, subject to the conditions specified in the act. They 
are cond1t10ns lmbsequent and it is in the power of the donee to render the estate 
absolute by performance of the conditions. 
The donation act requires that the citizens should be naturalized 
before they should be entitled to a patent from the Government, and 
the Blakesly case holds that these conditions as well as all others had 
to be strictly complied with. 
Dolph v. Barney, 5 Oregon, 191 (in syllabus): 
'fhe donation act is a grant in prresenti of an estate~ fee, subject to be defeated 
by noncompliance with the conditions subsequent therem expressed. 
It is decided in this case that after an amendment was made to the 
donation act, in 1854 that the husband and wife, having complied 
strictly with all the conditions subsequent provided in ~he act, pos-
sessed the power of aliena,tion of .t~e Ja~1~ before th~ 1s ue of the 
patent, and the court, in the body of its op1mon, u es this language to 
explain what kind of title wa conveyed to the grantee by the Govern-
ment when he settled upon t11e land. 
To 'Views made of the character of the grnn~ as expre ed in the.opinion re.ferred 
to we yield our foll 888eDt, and hold tho donation act to be a grant m prresent1 of an 
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esta.te in fee, subject to be defeated ~y noncompli!l'nce of the con_diti?ns subs~quent 
therein expressed, upon the completion of the rns1dence and cult1vat10n required by 
the fourth section, the condition of defeasance no longer attached, and the estate, 
from a base or qualified fee, became a fee simple absolute, which by relation must 
uo held to have bad its inception at the date when the donee first entered upon the 
land with the intention of complying with the requirements of the law. 
It will be remembered that under numerous railroad grants it has 
been held that when the maps of different locations were filed and the 
Secretary of the Interior had, by Executive order, withdrawn the land 
from the body of the public domain, that such title as the railroad had 
h1 the advance of their performance of the conditions subsequent 
vested as of the date of the grant; to use the language of the court in 
the Dolph case, "by relation." 
In the case of McKay v. Freeman (6 Oregon, 449), "it was held that 
where a donation claimant had complied with all the conditions of the 
grant so as to entitle him to a patent, and thereafter convey the tract, 
his wife not joining, and he dying before patent was issued, held, 
that his widow was entitled to dower in the tract." 
We cite the above to show that in all these cases there can be no 
waiver of the conditions subsequent attached to the grant. 
The trict performance of the conditions subsequent attached to the 
grant is the consideration which passes to the Government. In other 
word · , many of the cases use this language in substance: 
· The claimant must earn the land by performing the conditions subsequent within 
the time pre cl'i!Jed in the act making the grant. · 
The material thing required by the Government is that all the condi-
tion of tlie grant must be complied with. To illustrate, it was held in 
Farri v. Haye (7 Oregon, 81), "that if the husband had not complied 
with all the conditions of the grant by residence, cultivation, etc., 
before hi death his wife took no dower." 
The Oregon decisions construing the donation act held that those 
takin · under it from the beginning of their settlements took a base or 
qualified .fe , and that when all the conditions subsequent necessary 
to entitle them to a patent had been full performed that they were 
po e ed of a fee imple ab olute, and entitled to a patent. • 
However, it will be seen that the Supreme Court of the United States, 
con truing the Oregon Donation A.ct, reached the same end as did the 
court of Oregon, but construed the act differently; that is to say, in 
the case of Hall v. Russell (11 Otto, 503), the court used this language: 
The opening words of section 4 are," That there shall be, and hereby is, granted." 
Thi i appropriat e language in which to express a present grant; but, a was well 
remarked by Mr. Justice Field for the court in Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway 
Company v. Kansas Pacific R.ailway Compa.ny (97 U S., 491; XXIV, 1095), "It is 
alwa . s to be borne in mind, in construing a Congressional grant, that the act by 
which it is made is a law as well as a conveyance, and that such effect must be given 
to it as will carry out the intent of Congress. 'l'here can not be a grant unle there 
is a, grantee, and, consequently, there can not be a present grant unle s there i a 
present grantee. If, then, the law making the grant indicates a future grantee and 
not a present one the grant will take effect in the future and not presently. In all 
the cases in which we have given these words the effect of an immediate and pre ent 
tran fer it will be found that the l aw has designated a grantee qualified to take 
according to the t rms of the law and actually in existence at the time. Thus in 
Rutherford v. Greene (2 Wheat 196), the grantee was Major-General Greene· in 
Lessieur v. Price (12 How., 59), the State of Missouri; in nited tate -v. Arren-
dondo (6 Pet., 691), Arrendondo & Son; in Fremont·v. United tates (17 How., 5J2· 
5 . ., X , 241), Alvarado; in Schulenberg 1. Harriman (21 Wall., 44; . • 
II, 551), he tate of Wisconsin; in Railroad Comp~,ny . United tate (92 . ;:., 
733; X III, 634), the State of Kansa ; and, without particularizing far her, it ma, 
be said, generally, that in the swamp-land cases and all the _internal imP.ro,eroen 
grant cases, where, for the most part, the question has arisen of late if a gran 
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has been held to take effect preaentl the fat or s m orpor tion ha ing all the 
qualifications specified in the act ha b n d iaoat tl , 1rrant . In oth r word , 
when an immediate grant was intended an imm di. t araut h vin all the r qui-
site qualifications, was named." 
You will observe that the Supreme our d i I d hat th lao 0-m1ge 
of the Oregon donation act was uch a t indi ate pr nt 0 -rant, a 
grant in prresenti, but the court ay .. fnrtb r in on truin · a Con Te -
sional grant, th a,t' such effect mu t be gi .n th . ame a ill carry 
out the intent of Congress. Therefor , th upr me om·t h l<l that a 
settler under the donation act of Oreg-on bad to be a qualified donee, 
that is, he had to live upon the land and compl with all the conditions 
subsequently provided for in the act before he wa qualified to obtain a 
title in fee simple and t o be entit led to a patent; and in the language 
quoted above they stated that where the Supreme Court has held the 
grant to.take effect presently, "the State or ome corporation having all 
the qualifications specified in the act has been designated as a grantee." 
Further along in the opinion we find this language: 
We conclude that under section 4 there was no grant of the land to a settler until 
he had qualifi~d 1:imself to take as a grantee by completing his four years of resi-
denc~ an~ cult1vat10n, and performed such other acts in the meantIIDe as the statute 
reqmred m order to protect his claim and keep it alive. 
In the light of the above decisions, we think it is a matter of little 
consequence whether we say that the Perrines took a legal estate from 
the beginning under the grant as was held in the Oregon cases, or 
whether they obtained a possessory right only, for both the Territorial 
~o~rts of Oregon and the Supreme Court of the United States have 
umfo:mly held that all the conditions subsequent provided in a Con-
gress1~nal grant must be strictly complied with within the time desig-
nated m the act before the donee can obtain an absolute title in fee 
simple, and the right to demand a patent. 
To show the strictness with which conditions subsequent were 
enforeed under the Oregon Donation Act we would cite the case of 
Maynard v. Hill (125 U.S., 190). 
We un_derstand that the Land Department justifies the issuing of 
the Perrme patent on the law laid down in the case of Schulenberg 
v. Harriman (21 Wa11ace, 44). It was said in tbis case that the Oon-
gre~sional acts of 1856 and 1864 placed the legal title to the lands 
~es1gnated therei_n in the State of Wisconsin, in trust for the construe-
. t10n of the railroad mentioned; second, that the lands designated have 
not reverted to the United States, a1 though the road was not constructed 
· within the period described, no judicial proceedings or any act on the 
part of the Government having been taken to forfeit the grant; third, 
that the legal title to the lands being in the State it was the owner of 
the Jogs cut thereon and could authorize the defendant (the State's 
agent) to take possession of them wherever found. 
The case made by the Perrines is clearly distinguishable from the 
above case, for the reason that the State of Wisconsin was a qualified 
donee, the State was not required to perform conditions subsequent in 
order to be intrusted with the legal title to the land. 
The legal title passed to Wi con in in trust and therefore the State 
of Wisconsin had a right of action against an persons trespassing 
upQn the land until the United States saw fit to declare the lands for-
feited. Wisconsin did not have to earn the land by the performance 
of conditions ub equent. Wi con in was not required under the Con-
gressional act to pay for the land , in fact the consideration for the 
granted lands contemplated by ongress was the building of the 
railroad within the time p1·e cribed in the act. 
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Another case relied upon by the Land Office to sustain the patent i 
Rutherford v. Greene's Heirs (2 Wheaton, 196). In May, 1780, before 
the organization of the Federal Government, North Carolina, through 
her legislature, granted to General Greene 25,000 acres of land, "a: 
a mark of the high sense this State entertains of the extraordinary 
services of that brave and ~-allant officer." 
This was a present grant-a grant in prresenti. General Greene had 
to do nothing to earn the land. No conditions subsequent were 
attached to the grant. He was a qualified grantee, when the act 
passed the North Carolina legislature. 
A. case was decided by the Supreme Court of the United States a few 
days ago (February 16, 1897) which is directly in point. It is the case 
of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company v. Mingus. The United 
States being greatly concerned in the suit, due to the precedent to be 
established, Mr. Joseph H. Can, a special United States attorney, filed 
a brief in behalf of the United States in which we :find the following 
language: 
In all the land-grant cases and other cases involving the construction of the Pacific 
railroad acts this court has declared again and again that effect must be given to 
the intent of Congress, and such construction and intent will not be defeated or 
changed by the happening or not happening of events not. then in contemplation. 
(United tatesv. Stanford, 161 U.S.,412; Railroadv.Forsytbe,159U. S.,46; United 
States v. outhern Pacific, 146 U. S., 570; United States v. Northern Pacific, 152 
u. s., 284.) 
This court, therefore, decided in the Southern Pacific case, as a question of law, 
that the act of 1871 did not surrender the right of forfeiture for breach of the 
conditions subsequent. . 
Tb rio-ht and power of Congress to forfeit a railroad land grant for breach of the 
condition in failing to construct the road, declared in United States v. Southern 
Pacific Company, supra, has been reaffirmed in the following later cases: United 
States v. ·Northern Pacific, 152 U. S., 284; Lake Superior Railroad v. Cunningham, 
155 U. ., 354; ioux City Railroad v. United States, 159 U. S., 349. 
It is contended by the plaintiff in error that the effect of this act of April 20, 1871, 
was to postpone the time within which Congress could .forfeit the grant for breach 
of condition to the time of the foreclosure of the mortgage. .,. * -,. 
* * * It was a condition of the grant that not less than 50 miles of railroad 
should be completed each year after the second year, and that the whole of the road 
should be constructed, equipped, and :finished by July 4, 1878. (See section 8 of 
the act.) 
In July, 1886, Congress declared those lands forfeited which were not 
earned in compliance with the terms of the grant. Mingus preempted 
a ~mall tract on the forfeited portion, and the railroad in this suit was 
trying to take it from him on the ground that the railroad did not have 
to earn the land in the time prescribed in the grant; in other word , 
that the railroad did not have to perform the conditions subsequent 
within the time limited in the act. 
You will ob erve, however, that the court decided in favor of Mingu 
and again reaffirmed the doctrine that conditions subsequent attached 
to a land grant must be full. performed in the time prescribed in the ~t. 
Now, under the ongre ion al act of July 7, 1838, to Henry Perrme. 
and the npplementary and amenda.tory act of February 16, 1841, cer• 
tain onditions sub equent were imposed, and the two acts have t-0 be 
c n trued together in pari materia. The conditions subsequent were 
a f nows: 
' ir~ t. That the grantee hould locate the tract within two year from 
h date of th~ grant and that the same should be properly urrn. 
S cond. That he grant hould not em body land having utlici n 
uantit of nava,1 imber to be reserved to the United States nor 
site for maritime ports or cities. 
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Third. That every section of the tract h II b really occupied by a 
bona :fide settler, actually engaged in prop ao-a ing or culti atio of val-
. uable t r opical plants, to prevent forfeiture of the am ithin eight years 
from and after the time when the present Indian war in Florida shall 
cease and determine. 
Now, the only condition that seem certainly to have been performed 
was t he one providing that the tract hoold be located within two years 
aftertbeapprovaloftheactof 1838. Thi 011dition ub equentseemst.o 
have been performed by Dr. Henry Perrine, for the upplementary act 
of 1841 makes mention of its performance, out under the evidence pre-
sented in this case it c.an not be pretended that the Perrine heirs per-
formed the third condition subsequent within the time prescribed in the 
acts with reference to the propagation and cultivation of valuable tropical 
plant s upon all the sections of said grant within eight years after the 
cessation of the Indian wars supposed to be prevalent in Florida in 1841. 
In fact, it is safe to say that for a period of more than thirty years, 
perhaps forty years, the United States has bad the right to declare a 
forfeiture of the Perrine grant. History informs us that the last .of 
th~ Seminole Indians took up their abode beyoud the Mississippi River 
prior to 1858. Therefore, we think it is certain that for more than thirty 
y~ars the United States has had the undoubted right to declare a for-
feiture of the grant. The Perrines have not performed the conditions 
subsequent in compliance with the terms of the grant, and they have 
not ~arned the lands in contemplation of Jaw. The Government has not 
re?eived the consideration necessary to pass the title. The consider-
ation to go to the Government in contemplation of Congress was the 
performance of tbe conditions sub~equent within eight years after the 
cessation of the Indian war prevailing in Florida in 1841. 
It would seem clear, then, that the performance of the conditions sub-
sequent necessary to pass the legal title and to warrant the issuing of 
~he patent has undoubtedly failed. It wi11 be remembered, as was said 
m p olph v. Barnard, supra, that the issuing of the patent is a minis-
terial act, and that the patent is merely the evidence of title. 
· In our judgment the use of the Perrine patent can only be justified 
upon the tJ1eory that the Land Department of our Government is 
empowered to waive a condition subsequent in a Congressional grant, 
and upon this point we will state that we do not believe that a well-
considered case can be found in any of the law books to justify such a 
cont ention. 
Will it be contended that a Gov~rnment can Jose any of its rights by 
laches f Will it be co1itended that the statute of limitations runs 
against the Governme11t1 
W e assert as a matter of Jaw that the United States is never barred 
of its right of action by a statute of limitation except . where Con-
gress has provided that the Uuite<l States shall he barred, and further, 
that !aches can not be imputed to the United States. To sustain this 
proposition we would refer you to the case of the United States v. 
Thompson (8 Otto, 486). · 
It will certainly be admitted that for more than thirty years last 
pasi;;ed the United States lrns l1ad a rjght to declare a forfeiture of the 
Perrine grant. Therefore we state, as a matter of law, that this right of 
forfeiture bavillg accrue<l in favor of the United States it can never be 
lost. It i.-; a right that wilJ continue in the Government of the United 
, :tates indefinitely. 
[t iR certai11l.v uot n ce. ,•ary for m to ay in this presence that no one 
bnt the grantor can rai the qu tion of a breach of a condition 
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subsequent. We do not think that the Government should permit the 
patent in question to remain unassailed. The safety of the people lie 
in a strict enforcement of the law. 
The decisions of our courts construing Congressional grants have 
uniformly been that the conditions of a grant have to be strictly com-
plied with. We think that the patent in question could only have been 
is ued upon the theory that the Land Departmeut of tlle Government 
can waive a condition subsequent provided in a Congressional act and 
that the Government by laches can lose the right of forfeiture which 
has once accrued. In. short, we are satisfied that the Land Department 
has acted, in the issue of the patent, beyond the scope of its proper 
jurisdiction. 
The settlers on the Perrine grant, whom we represent, went upon the 
land in question believing the same to be subject to forfeiture and 
believing that the United States would declare a fol'feiture. Their belief 
we insi twas a reasonable one, and therefore we submit that their entry 
and occupation wa not wrongful. They have rights which the Govern-
ment hould protect, and they can only be protected through action on 
the part of the United States enforcing its rights in the premises. 
For a clear definition of the rights of these settlers, we would cite the 
case of the Lake Superior Ship_ Canal Railroad and Iron Company v. 
CunniJigham (165 U. S., 354). · 
We think that Congress would be justified and should, in fact, suggest 
to the judiciary the propriety of investigating in a proper equity suit 
all matter arising under the Perrine grant, with a view of ascertain-
ing whether, in fact, the terms an<l conditions of the grant have been 
complied with in accordance with law and whether or not the Land 
D partment has exceeded its proper jurisdiction in the issuing of the 
patent. 
[Before the Committee on Public Lands, United States Senate.] 
Reply brief of Perrine heirs and their associates, in re the Perrine grant. 
AN A.OT to encourage the inh'ocluction and promote the cultivation of tropical plants in the United • 
tates. 
Whereas in obedience to the Trea ury circular of the 6th of September, 1827, Dr. 
Henry Perrine, late American consul at Campeachy, ha di tinguisbed himself by 
his per evering exertions to introduce tropi al plants into the United tates; and 
Whereas he ha demon trated the exi teuce of a tropical climate in southern Florida 
and ha shown the con equent certainty of the immediate domestication of tropical 
plants in tropical :Florida and the great probability of their gradual acclimation 
throughout all our southern and outhwestern tate , especially of such profitable 
plant as propagate them elve on the poorest soils; and 
Wh rea if the enterpri e hould be ucce.,sful it will render valuable our hitherto 
worthles soil by cov ring them with a dense population of mall cultivators and 
family manufacturers, and will thus promote the peace, prosperity, and permanency 
of the Union: Therefore, 
Be it enacted by the enate and House of Representatives of the United States of America 
·n Co11gress assembled, That a town hip of land is hereby granted to Dr. Henry Perrine 
and hi as ociates, in the onthern extremity of the peniu ula of ea t Ii lorida to be 
locat din one body of ix mile quare upon any portion of the public lands b low 
twenty-six d gr e north latitude. 
1w. 2. And be it further enacted That the said tract of land shall be locat d within 
two year from thi date by aid Henry Perrine, and hall be surve eel under hi 
dir ction by th urv yor of Florida: P1·oi:ided, That it hall not embrace any land 
ba.vin ufti ient qnantitie of naval timber to be r served to the nited tates nor 
any it s for maritime port. or citie . 
E • 3 . .And be itfurtlt r nacted, That whenever any section of land in said tr~ct 
ball be really occupied b a bona fid ettl r actually eogacred in th propa"'at1ou 
or cultivation of valuable tr pical plant , and upon proof th r of heio"' made to th· 
ommi ion r of the 'en ra.l Land Offi •e, a pateut shall i sue to the aid Henry 
Perrine and his as ociates. 
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SEC. 4. And be it further enacted, That every section of ]and in the tract aforesaid 
which shall not be occupied by an actual settler positively engaged in the propaga-
tion or cultivation of useful tropical plants within eight years from the location of 
saiil. trnct•, or when the acljaccnt territory shal1 be surveyed and offered for sale, shall 
be fu rfeit:)d to the Unitctl States. 
Approved July 7, 1838 (5 Stat. L., 302). 
The grant ~as located. Dr. Perrine erected his dwelling and began 
work with an expedition; was massacred by the Indians; his house 
burned, effects de8troye<l, and b.is wife anu childreu, after a most thril-
liug and terrible experience, barely escaped with their lives. Work was 
necessarily postponed. 
February 18, 1841, the following act was passed (6 Stat. L., 819): 
AN ACT supplementary to an act entitled "An act to encourage the introduction and promote the 
cultivation of tropical plants," approved seventh .July, eighteen hundred and thirty-eight. 
Whereas under the provisions of the act to which this is a supplement, Doctor 
Henry Perrine made, in the manner thereby required, the location therein author-
ized; anrl while engaged in the necessary measures to carry into effect the objects 
contemplated by the said act was murdered by the Seminole Indians; a.nd whereas 
Mrs. Ann F . Perrine, the widow of the said Doctor Perrine, is anxious to continue 
the undertaking thus commenced by her late husband but is preven.ted from so 
doing by the continuance of the Ind~an wa_r in Flori?-a: Therefore~ . 
Be it enactecl, etc., 'fhat Mrs. Ann l!. Perrme, the widow of the said Henry Perrme, 
and Sarah Ann Perrine, Hester M. S. Perrine, and HenTy E. Perrine, his surviving 
children are hereby declared to be entitled to n.U the rights and privileges vested in 
and grnntecl to the said Dr. Henry Perrine by the act to which this is a supplement, 
awl that the tirue limited by the said act in which every section of said grant should 
be occupied to prevent the fo_rfeiture of the same to the Uni~ed States be, and the 
same is hereby, extended to eight years from and after the time when the present 
Indian war in Florida shall cease and determine. 
In 184: 7 the official survey was made. In same year said heirs 
brought 36 families from the Bahamas to the grant, but they were 
driven away by the Indians. Various official reports show that many 
tropical fruits and plants were set all over the grant. 
The period limited by the act "in which every section of said grant 
should be occupied to prevent the forfeiture of the same to the United 
States" was "extended to eight years from and after the time when 
the present (then) Indian war in Florida shall cease and determine." 
The said war closed in 1855. · 
The eight years terminated in 1863. 
The country was then in the midst of the civil war. It is a matter · 
of common knowledge, and notorious, that it was several years after 
the close of that civil war before it was practicable to attempt the 
settlement of this grant. 
Then the heirs were erroneously advised that their grant had been 
forfeited by its term&,, and they sought new legislation, which, of course, 
could not be had, as the acts then in the statutes were ample. The 
true construction and force of those acts were not known by the heirs 
until two years ago. 
THE LAW OF '.l'HE CASE. 
In the case of Schulenberg v. Harriman (21 Wallace, 44:) was involved 
the construction ol' a grant like that to the Perrine heirs. 
The Supreme Court held, referring to the words in the granting act, 
"That there be, and is hereby, granted" the lands, as follows: 
That the act of Congress of June 3, 1856, passed a present interest in the lands 
desi~nated there can be no doubt. The language used imports a present grant and 
admits of no other meaning. 
Cited prior decision of that court to same effect, and said: 
Numerous other decisions might be cited to the same purport. They establish the 
conclusion that,. unless there are other clauses in a st~tute restraining the operation 
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of worrls of the present grant, these must be taken in their natural sense to import 
an immediate transfer of title, although subsequent proceedings may be required to 
give precision to that title and attach it to specific tracts. No individual can call in 
question the vali(lity of the proceedings by which precision is thus given to the title 
where the United States are satisfied with them. 
That grant (June 3, 1856, 11 Stat. L., 20) was upon condition that if 
the road was not completed in ten years, "no further sales should be 
made, and the lands unsold should revert to the United States." 
The co art say: 
If the condition be not enforced, the power to sell continues as before the breach, 
limited only by the objects of the grant and the manner of sale prescribed in the act. 
And it is settled law that no one can take advantage of the nonperformance of a. 
condition subsequent annexed to an estate in fee but the grantor or bis heirs, or the 
successors of the gr an tor if the grant proceed from an artificial person; and if they 
do not see fit to assert their rig ht to enforce a f oif eiture on that ground, the title remains 
unimpai?-ed in the grantee. The authorities on this point, with hardly an exception, 
are all one way from the Year Books down. And the same doctrine obtains where the 
g1·ant upon condition p1·oceeds from, the Government; no individual can assail the title it 
has conveyed on the ground that the grantee has failed to perform, the conditiotu annexed 
[citing SEV~R.A.L .A.UTUORITIES]. 
The court then said: 
In what manner the reserved right of the grantor for breach of condition must 
be as erted so as to restore the estate depends upon the character of the grant. If 
it be a private grant, that right must be asserted by entry or its equivalent. If the 
grant be a pub1ic one, it must be asserted by judicial proceedings authorized by 
law, the eq_uivalent of an inquest of office at common law, finding the fact of for-
feiture and adjudging the restoration of the estate on that ground, or there must be 
some le ri lative assertion of ownernhip of the property for breach of the condition, 
such as an act clirecting the possession and appropriation of the property, or that it be 
offe'redj'or sale ot settlement. A.t common law the sovereign could not make an entry 
in person, and, therefore, an office found was necessary to determine the estate; but, 
as said by this court in a late case, "The mode of as erting or of resuming the for-
feited oTant is subject to the legislative authority of the Government. It may be 
after judicial investigation, or by taking possession directly under the authority of 
the Government wiLhout these preliminary proceedings." (U. S. v. Repentigny, 
supra; Finch v. Risely, Poph., 53.) In the present case no action has been taken 
either by legislation or judicial proceedings to enforce a forfeiture of the estate 
granted L>y the acts of 1856 and 1864. The title remains, therefore, in the State as 
completely as it existed on the day when the title by location of the route of aid 
railroa<l acquired pr ci ion and became attached to the adjoining alternate sections. 
The title to th land remaining in the tate, the lumber cut upon the land belonged 
to the tate. [Italics above, my own.] 
This said case wa an action brought by agent of the State to recover 
logs, or their value, cut upon said grant lands, and the court gave 
relief in the same manner as though the State had absolute title after 
perfect performance of the condition subsequent, to wit, a construction 
of the road witbin the term named in the grant. As a fact, however 
no part of t he road had been constructed, and the time within which 
the granting act (1856 and 18M) pre cribed that it hould be completed 
or the grant would be forfeited and the lands revert to tbe United 
States had long before expired. 
In an Wyck v. Kneval (106 U. S., 360) the same doctrine 
rea serted by the court. It aid: 
Wh n the route of the road is "definitely fixed," no parlies can subsequen • 
acquire a preemption right to any portion of the lands covered by the grant. The 
riabt of tbe tate and of the company is t henceforth perfect aa against sub u 
claimants under the United 'tatcs. 
o far as that portion of the road which was completed and accepted is conce 
h contract of the company was executed, and a to the land patented the 
a tion on th part of the overnment was clo ed and the title of the comp, !1J: 
fected. The right of the company to the r maining odd-numbered section al o 
the road completed and accepted, not re erved, is eg_ually clear. If the whole 
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proposed road has not be011 completed, any forfeiture consequent thereon can be 
asserted only b;r the ~rantor (the P?ited tates) through j~clicial proceedings, or 
through the action ot ongress [c1tmg Schnlenberg v. Harrunan, supra]. A. third 
party can not t~\ke upon himself to enforce conditions attached to the grant when 
the Government does not complain of their breach. The holder of an invalid title 
does not strengthen his position by showjng how badly the Government has been 
treated with respect to the property. 
So in the Perrine grant. It was a present gran!t passing title out 
of the United States-" is hereby granted to Dr. Henry Perrine and 
his associates." Eight years from location or survey was the limit 
given to occupy it by a settler on each section engaged in the propaga-
tion or cultivation of useful tropical plants; and, in the supplementary 
act, eight years after the close of the Indian war in Florida was the 
limit to the heirs. 
Until a judicial decree of forfeiture, or until an act of Congress to 
same effect, the Perrine grant was subject to the performance of said 
settlement condition subsequent. No individual could gain any right 
to the land, as the Land Office has always warned all persons who have 
sought information in respect of it. 
When tbat condition subsequent had once been performed, and the 
proofs thereof made and declared satisfactory by the officer appointed 
by the statute to do this, the Perrine grant became a vested property 
right. 
The right to a patent is equivalent to a patent issued. (Stark v. Starrs, 
6 Wa1lace, 402; Barney v. Dolph, 7 Otto, 652.) 
Therefore, after that, Congress had no constitutional power to declare 
a forfeiture, nor to direct the courts to do so, because of nonperform-
ance of the condition subsequent, for the lands · had then become the 
property of the Perrines, and Article V of amendments to the Consti-
tution declares that-
"N o person shall be * * * deprived of * * • property, with-
out due process of law." 
Hence, when the proofs of compliance with the granting act in respect 
of settlement of each section and the cultivation of tropical plants had 
been made and found sufficient by the Land Department, Congress was 
shorn of jurisdiction, and a pending bill for forfeiture was absolutely 
discharged and dead. 
The patenting of the grant then became a mere ministerial duty, 
which, if refused, could have been compelled by mandamus. 
I veuture the assertion that there can be no lawyer in the United 
States Senate to-day who will question the soundness and conclusive-
ness of the foregoing legal propositions. 
WHAT PROOFS WERE REQUIRED TO BE MADE. 
Section 3 of the granting act: 
.And be itjU1·the1· enacted, That, whenever any section of land in said tract shall be 
really occupied by a bo!la fide ~ettler, actually engaged in the_ propagation or culti-
vation of valuable tropical plalll ··, and upon proof thereof bemg made to the Com-
missioner of the General Land (J 1Uce, a patent shall issue to the said Henry Perrine 
and his associates. 
That statute did not stipulate that the settler should have been there 
for any certain period of time, nor that the plants should have attained 
any certain degree of growth, nor that the intentions of the settlers as 
to the future should be proven. 
No instructions in respect of these or. any other points or matters 
were ever issued by the Land pepartment. 
S.Rep. 3-66 
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The statute was so express, plain, and unmistakable that construc-
tion was not required. 
Yet the proofs made were by several and not merely two witnesses. 
Tbe settlers had each built his dwelling house, cleared at least an acre 
of timuer, planted at least an acre in valuable tropical plants, several 
of which were never before cultivated in Florida, nor, so far as we are 
aware, anywhere in the United States. Some of them bad very large 
and valuable improvements, the aggregate of which is under oath 
estimated by several witnesses before the committee at from $20,000 to 
$40,000, and each settln (except those who refused to help ma e their 
proofs) swears to bis good faith and bis intention to continue said cul-
tivation in the future; while the testimony before the Senate commit-
tee is that the Perrine agents would a,ccept no one as a settler who 
would not settle with distinct understanding that he was so to continue 
the propagation or cultivation of valuable tropical plants after title 
was acquired as before. 
lt was an evidence of good faith on the part of the Perrinesand their 
as8ociates that they gave the settlers lands for their permanent homes 
on the grant instead of making or suggesting any other arrangement. 
In re pect of those settlers who refused at the last to help make 
their proofs (13 out of over 50, and we be1ieve and are informed that 
all except 9 subsequently withdrew from their position as protest-
ant, ) the record hows the following as illustrative of the fullness and 
·ouclu iveness of the proofs as made and acted upon by the Land 
D partment: 
Epbil'am W. Sig bee refused to sign his proof until he had a bond 
for title. There are eleven affidavits to bis settlement and improve-
m nt uch a the statute requires. 
Geor e F. Mehring likewise refused. There are eleven affidavits in 
proof of hi settlement and compliance with law. 
Jame . Smith refused, and the like facts are proven by ten affidavits. 
,J hn ◄ • Roberts refused, and the proofs were made by ten affidavit . 
Johu W. Robert refu ed, and nine affidavits established the facts. 
arah M. Rob rt refu ed, and there are six affidavits to her settle• 
ment and the requi ite cultivation of plants. 
Mr. ig bee, above named, has reconsidered, however, far enough to 
make hi election of hi 40 acres and ask the Perrines to execute the 
d d to bi wife, a shown to the honorable committee. 
THE PROTESTS OF THESE PARTIES WHO REFUSED AS AFORESA.ID TO 
SIGN 1'HEIR PROOFS. 
Tho e pr te t , in the hape of letters and copies of alleged affidavi 
b w ariou r a on a igned for aid refusal. One wanted a bond for 
title or O acre of laud as a substitute consideration. Some com· 
plained hat n Tabam, agent for the Perrines and as ociates, bad 
orall promi ·ed to on truct a canal and dikes to drain the land and 
hu out the inflowing water from the Everglade , and other wrot t 
he irrepre ible Robin on that they would. give him 40 acre of I_ 
ea · h to g t them laims of 160 acre . Four promises of this kID 
app ar. 
H d ni that he advi ed those ettJers or created the troubl b 
it i cl arl pr v n tha her wa no word of di ati faction befo 
am wheu ab ut balf the proof: bad been taken, and that the n 
n, uecl imm diat ly after hi arrival. He i recognized from the 
a tb r pre ' nta iYe of tho e r cal itrant partie ; o an noun 
self in the cone 1 nd n e following the :fir t trouble, and h p 
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before the committee testifying, under their generous permission, to 
what he believes without knowledge; thinks, without observation, and 
bas beard from ot'hers not present-and to irrelevant matter throughout. 
None nf all this is evidence, even were it upon material points. 
Now let us examine this revolt (the head and front of which is E. I. 
Robin son) in the light of the familiar law and a grain of common sense. 
The agreements of an the settlers, duly signed and under seal, we 
have filed with the committee and opened every fact to their scrutiny. 
Those agreements speci{y the considerations aud mutual promises and 
undertakings of each settler and of the agent of the Perrines, Ingraham, 
who was accepted as such agent and associate without question. 
There is nothing in those written contracts, not one word, concerning 
bond for title, dike, or canal. 
Does or can any sane man believe that dike and canal, which are 
referred to in Robinson's testimony as costing, according to someone's 
estimate, $50,000, would have been left out of every one of those con-
tracts and not been noticed by a single man had they been a part of 
the original agreement, 
But they do not go so far as to say why the alleged agreement as to 
dike and canal was not incorporated into the written contracts. 
Mr. Richmond, the Perrine agent on the grant, testifies that Mr. 
Ingraham told the settlers that said impro-vements were intended to be 
made after securing title by patent. Who was correct°! 
First. A written contract, under seal, must be held to be the whole 
contract, and it can not be varied and changed by oral conversations. 
Second. Had said promises formed a part of the consideration on 
which the settler acted, they would, beyond rational doubt, have been 
demanded to be put into the written contract. 
Third. It is quite improbable that agreement to make an improve-
ment which would cost perhaps $50,000 would be made to antedate 
patent to the land, especially when those improvements were not essen-
tial to the issue of patent. Common experience proves that business 
me11 do not proceed in that manner. The claim of the other side is 
simply absurd. 
Fourth. There is the direct testimony of Mr. Richmond, who heard 
what Ingraham said on the point, and is express and in the line of 
reason and probabilities. 
Fifth. Of the upward of 50 settlers on the grant about 40 do not 
contend for bond for title, do not claim that dike or canal was prom-
ised before patent, and have fulfilled their written contracts according to 
their tenor and plain purpose. 
Is this branch of the subject worth discussing further iv No sane 
man of fair judgment can believe Robinson's claim. It is utterly 
improbable and irreconcilable with known facts and conditions. 
We have as facts-
1. Written contracts, under seal, for settlements and cultivation, as 
required by the statute, and withdrawal of all opposition to patent to 
the Perrines. 
2. A full compliance with la.w in respect of settlement, cultivation of 
plants, and permanent provisions and purposes on every section of the 
grant. 
Mr. Hobiuson himself can not specify a single section on which sueh 
compliance wa. not made, while the facts are shown by voluminous 
proofs in the record. 
3. The refu al at the Ia.st moment of about one-fifth of the settlers to 
sign their proofa; the overwb lming proof by other witnesses that 
compliance with law wa in fact made. 
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4. The proofs of about four-fifths of all the settlers, whose position 
is i11 direct antagouism to that of the protestiug one-fifth, and in 
emphatic contradiction of the claim of that small fraction. 
5. The proofs in the record and also before the committee, may be 
summed up as follows: 
Fifty settlers and upward, or about twenty more than was required 
by the statute. 
Fifty acres cleared of timber after the method of that country. 
Fifty acres, more or less, cultivated for garden and home uses. 
Fifty acres of valuable tropical plants in cultivation. 
All this at a conservative estimated value of from $20,000 to $40,000. 
6. The examination of an those proofs by the Oommissiouer of the 
General Land Office, the officer appointed by the act making the grant 
to pass upon the proofs and to determine their sufficiency and to issue 
patent, resulted in finding them a compliance with the statute, and in 
the i.1?ue of patent, under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior. 
In that connection it is pertinent to remark that there was no other 
Judge in the world authorized by law to pass upon the sufficiency of 
those proofs. He was not only authorized, but it was his imperative 
duty. 
In the absence of fraud the courts would take the findings of fact 
under those proofs by the Land Department as conclusive; for there 
can be no mistake in respect to what the law required, and no miscon-
struction of a statute so plain and unmistakable in all its provisions, 
and in line with the repeated decisions of our highest court. 
There has been no evidence of fraud, gross mistake, or misconstruc-
tion of law, and hence it is not a matter which the courts would by any 
po ibility interfere with were the question submitted to litigation. 
To bring to mind what the Supreme Court of the United States has 
held with regard to this matter, I subjoi:u excerpts from a few of its 
many like decisions. . 
In nited States v. Maxwell Land Grant Company, 121 U. S., 325 
yllabus): 
While courts of equity have the power to set aside, cancel, or correct patents or 
other evid nces of title obtained from the United ~tates by fraud or mistake, and to 
correct under proper circumst,ances such mistakes, this can onlv be done on specific 
averments of tbe mistake or the fraud, supported by clear and satisfactory proof. 
5. The general doctrine on this subject is that, when in a court of equity it is pro-
posed to s t aside, to annul, or correct a written instrument, for fraud or mistake in 
th execution of the instrument itself, the testimony on which this is done must be 
clear, unequivocal, and convincing; and it can not be done upon a bare preponderance 
of eviden e which leaves the issue in doubt. 
6. \ here the purpose is to annul a patent, a grant, or other formal evidenc~ of 
title from the United 'tates, the respert due to such an instrument, the presumptwn 
that all the precedin~ teps required by law had been observed, the importance and 
nece ity of the stability of title dependent on these official instruments ~emand 
that the effort to set th m aside hould be succes ful only when the allegation on 
which this attempt is made are clearly stated and fully proved. _ 
7. In thi ca e the evidence produce no conviction in the judicial min~ of ~h~ m1_ • 
takes or fraud alleged in the bill; and the de ree of the circuit court d1 m1 mrr 1 
is a.ffirmed. 
erted in United Stat v • 
. , 573), the court a 
fore r, if the qn tion b 011 • d in a omewbat cliff r nt Ji 
·ont m aneou, con trnrtion oJ a. Iv tho. offic r of th· lTove 
uty it o admini. ter it, tbcn th wonlcl ·e m to b h 1011 •li " 
auuoun at very early day in urt, antl r iten ted iu a very 
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of cases, that the construction given ton t t.n 
ofit is alwa,ys entitled to the mo t re p otful n i 
ruled without cogent reasons. * * * 
It is settled by an unbroken line of d e i i D of hi 
the derisi ons of that Department 11110n m tt r ff, 
in the absence of fraud or imposition, con lo i e • n 





nc of Decisions of the Land Department are on 1n i 
fraud or mistake. (Lee v. John on 116 . . 4 .) 
Fraud is not presumed either a a ma t r of J or f t unle s 
under circumstances not fairly susceptible of an other int rpretation. 
(Tucker v. Morela.nd, 10 Peters, 58.) 
But it is really uunecessary to di cu this plain law declared a thou-
sand times, for there is no fraud charged. 
And right here is the marvelous part of thl whole investigation. 
The con~trnction of the granting act is too clear to be que tioned. We 
can not interpolate and we can not take from the language of the law. 
The gra~t b:y its own preamble was made in part becau e Dr. Perrine 
had m~r1ted 1t by previous personal exertions. The Trea ury had sent 
out~ circular asking its consuls to interest them elves in the matter of 
troprnal plants, and yet no money was furnished for the necessary 
~xpenses. Dr. Perrine gave great time and most valuable attention to 
it, and actually spent most of his little fortune in the enterprise. Con-
gress sought to reward him in a measure and also hoped for additional 
results, and what has now been done promises ascertainments which, in 
th;\ nature of the experiments, must be of national value. 
!he grant was to Dr. Perrine and bis associates, and the grant to the 
heirs conferred upon them the rights theretofore given to their 
ancestor . 
. There_ is no mistake or misconstruction of law alleged, and no one has 
either alleged or testified to any fraud whatever. 
Mr. Robinson and others sought to have the Land Department send 
down a_ special agent to look over the grant; but their statements were 
no~e of them by original affidavit, and most of them were by letters, 
wh~ch bound nobody. T1rny filed nothing in the Department under 
which they could be made responsible for perjury or misrepresentation. 
They came as men discredited by being self-confessed violators of their 
solemn written contracts. While not attaching serious blame to the 
real settlers, because they were undoubtedly misled, yet they filed no 
a~davits which, if true, would show that the law had not beem complied 
with . 
. The Perrine agents understood this trouble to result from Mr. Rob-
mson and circumstances corroborate, and he has been before this 
committee, delivering a long tirade on matters alleged to be between 
Mr. Ingraham, agent, and the settlers. 
Now, as between the Perrin.es or their agent, Ingraham, and the 
settlers, neither the Land Department nor Congress is the tribunal to 
resort to. The Department never did, and probably never will, order 
investigations asked for by men on the grounds relied upon by Robinson 
et al., and presented by men whose integrity and reliability were meas-
ured by self-confes ed violation of written contracts and upon outside 
alJegations which were practically denied by four-fifths of all the settlers 
on the grant. 
That the statute bad been complied with was evident, and the matters 
between Robin on et al. and th P rrine agent were for the courts, and 
not within the jurisdiction of eith r the Land Department or Congress. 
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Robinson's testimony is . of no earthly value before Congress or the 
Department, yet be speaks to prejudice. He refers to Mr. Parrott, 
vice-president of the Florida East Coast Railway Company, a.nd to what 
he alleges Parrott said in respect of the large promises of Mr. IngTaham. 
We have only to ask that the letter of Mr. Parrott to Robinson, which 
was put there by Robinson :himself or by someone he sent it to, be 
read, for Mr. Parrott distinctly says tha.t what has been promised will 
be done; and he mildly suggests to Mr. Robinson that possibly it might 
be a good thing for him to observe his contract, for Robinson is a self-
confessed violator of it. 
The estimates of value of the lands on this grant made by Robinson 
show a desire to prejudice and an insincerity. He is a swift witness, 
and commits himself to palpable errors in consequence. He says 1 
acre on the front of the grant is worth as much as 160 acres in the 
back, and yet says some land in the front is worth $200 an acre and 
the land back $10 to $20 per acre, or, 160 acres would be worth from 
$1,G00 to $3,200. .Also, he admits that he knows the price of no land 
less than 8 to 10 miles from the front of this grant or less than 5 miles 
from its rear, and it is in evidence that land there, and improved land, 
can be had for from about $5 to $15 per acre. 
He glibly testifies to threatA, and yet can not state an instance. He 
heard that some wife objected to her husband taking a sea trip until 
he made his proofs, for fear he would otherwise lose his land, and that 
someone was told he would lose bis land if proofs were not made. This 
is simply silly, and I name it only to show the absurdity of this attack. 
He even sought to make an impression that .Assistant Commissioner 
Best, of the General Land Office, bad misled him by giving him uo satis-
faction, except telling him the matter was in the hands of Congress, 
while at the same time action was taken in the General Land Office . 
.An examination of the Assistant Commissioner's letter shows thatit 
was written in 1895, when the matter was in Congress and not before 
the Land Office. 
He speaks of the poverty of the settlers and of the injustice of the 
giving of 80 acres to each of three front settlers and 40 acres only t.-0 
those back from the front. 
The said three settlers had been there many years and bad la~ge 
improvements, which clearly justified the arrangements made with 
them. The back settlers voluntarily agreed to take 40 acres, and that 
area, as most men know, is beyond doubt more than they can ever cul-
tivate to the fruits and plants and vegetables which are produced ther~. 
It i testified to by Mr. Richmond from his personal knowledge that th1 
arrangement for 40 acres to the back settlers was pursuant to their own 
demand. 
But what has their poverty or the back lands or front land got to 
do with the matter before the Senate committee! 
What i before this committee anyway¥ . 
'lh re i no evidence or indication that either Robinson or h1 a 
n y · a ked that que tion or sought to direct tbeir te timony to it. . 
'Ihe que ·tiou is outlined by the re olutiou for in e tig-atiou, t-0 WI : 
Resol ed, That the om mit t eon Public Landt!, by the full committee or h. • 
ommitt e to be ap nointed by t he chairman, be authorized to iuv tir•ate th . · 
of pat nts for the lnnd mbra ed in what i kno n a the P rrine _g~nnt ID 
ta.te of lorida., with pow r to end for per on and paper and to admulJ t 
We have cit d the law. Tb proofi ame to th ommi ioner 
General Land O ce. He found th m ati factor as to a comp 
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with law. He was the judge appointeiby Congres~ to ;each that con-
clusion or any other on the proofs. When be reached 1t, his duty resulted 
to issue patent. Congress then had no jurisdict!on to act. It ~as sup-
posed that everybo~y in and out of this comm1tt~e was cogm_zant of 
that law, and the patent was is~ued because of said proofs, said com-
pliance with the statute, and sa~d duty: . . . 
There is no evidence of the slightest irregularity m respect of it. As 
a matter of fact, there was none. The proofs underwent the most care-
ful and thorough examination, and all questions were most carefully 
studied and considered for over a month after the proofs reached the 
Department before patent issued. . 
I am certain that no discourtesy was entertained toward this com-
mittee. In the opening days of the session I had entered my appear-
ance here for the heirs in a letter in which I advised the committee, as 
I recollect, that the proofs were then being taken; that if satisfacto:Y 
no forfeiture could be declared, and asking that action on Senate bill 
161 be deferred, etc. 
The law was so well established in like cases that no thought was 
entertained by anyone that discourtesy could be inferred from the 
Department's acting upon a matter after the jurisdiction of Congress 
had beeu ousted, and when the near termination of the .Administration 
and of this Congress, as is always the case, made it desirable to close 
out cases fully considered in the former and to pass into law matters 
fully considered by the latter. 
There is no propriety or justice in seeking to put into the courts a mat-
ter like this when the facts are absolutely wanting which those courts 
have a thousand times declared were essential to such action. Peace of 
title is best for all communities, and where Mmpliance with law is clear 
and fraud is absent there is no justification for any Congressional action 
which would suspend all use of property for years and put to expense 
and great trouble a community of persons like those interested in this · 
case. 
It should also be not forgotten that, in addition to an absence of all 
material showing, in addition to a total want of evidence that the law 
has not been fully complied with, in addition to the fact that the case has 
been brought in aggravated form to Senators whose anxiety and purpose 
are always to be sure that their duty is fully performed, and thus caused 
this investigation, a moment's reflection will convince anyone that the 
controversy related to points and matters of which neither the Land 
Department nor Congress had jurisdiction, and that it was palpable 
imposition to crowd their consideration upon either of said tribunals. 
Perhaps I should say in conclusion that the Perrine heirs and their 
associates are so thoroughly convinced that the few recalcitrant settlers 
who made settlement and improvement as required by their contracts 
were acting under misleading advice when they assumed their present 
position, that they will give them, each one, his deed for the stipulated 
40 acres in precisely the same manner as though they had made no 
difficulty, and this was determined immediately after patent and before 
any investigation was suggested or thought of. 
In respect of a railroad being interested; it need not be discussed, 
because the heirs had a clear right to associate whom they pleased with 
them in the matter. As a matter of fact, however, the heirs were com-
pelled by want of means to get help as they could; and while said 
company is interested in having the country settled and bas done 
wonderful service to said State by its immense improvements on the 
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east coast, it is yet an open question whether the company will lose or 
gain by its engagements in this matter, and, so far as the law and the 
proprieties of all legitimate investigation are concerned, it is a, matter 
entirely unimportant. The improvements it has promised will certainly 
improve its own interests and likewise benefit the actual settlers on 
the grant lands. 
Respectfully submitted. 
C. W. HOLCOMB, 
Attorney for the Perrine heirs and their associates. 
· W .A.SHING'.1.'ON, D. C., February 25, 1897. 
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Mr. PETTIGREW, from the Oommittee on Public Lands, submitted the 
following as the 
VIEWS OF .THE MINORITY. 
[To accompany S. R. 392.J 
The minority of the Committee on Public Lands submitted the fol-
lowing report as the views of the minority, to accompany Senate 
Resolution No. 392, which resolution is as follows: 
RESOLUTION. 
Resolved, That the Committee on Public Lands, by the full committee or by a sub-
c~mmittee to be appointed by the chairman, be authorized to investigate the issue 
of patents for the lands embraced in what is known as the Perrine grant, in the 
St ate of Plorida, with power to send for persons and papers and to , administer 
oaths . 
.After careful consideration of all the evidence presented the minority 
of the committee are of opinion that the facts in the case do not bear 
out the conclusions drawn therefrom by the majority, but that, on the 
contrary, no compliance on the part of the Perrine heirs with the pro-
visions of the grant has been made, but by fraudulent pretended com-
pliance patents have been secured to nearly 23,000 acres of the public 
domain, in fraud of the rights of the people of the United States and 
without any consideration whatever. 
The admitted facts in connection with this grant are that on July 7, 
1838, Congress passed an act granting to Dr. Henry Perrine and his 
associates, in the southern extremity of the peninsula of Florida, at a 
point south of the twenty-sixth degree of north latitude, a body of land 
6 miles ·square, to be located within two years from the date of the 
grant, and to be surveyed under his direction by tbe surveyor of Florida. 
The act further provides in seetions 3 and 4 as follows: · 
SEC. 3. And be it further enacted, That whenever any section of land in said tract 
shall be really occupied by a bona fide settler, actually engaged in t he p ropagation 
or cultivat ion of valuable tropical plants, and upon proof thereof being m ade to the 
Commissioner of the General Land Office, a patent shall issue to the said Henry 
P errine and bis associates. · 
SEC. 4. ,A nd be itju1·tl1er enacted, That every section of land in the tract aforesaid 
which shall not be occupied by an actual settler, positively enga~ed in the propag,a-
t ion or cultivation of useful tropical plants, within eight years from the location of 
said tract , or when the said adjacent territory shall be surveyed and offered for sale, 
shall be forfeited to the United States. (5 Stats., 302.) 
It will be seen that under the provisions of these two sections the title 
passes to Perrine for each section of said land when really occupied by 
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bona fide settlers actually engaged in the propagation or cultivation of 
valuable trqpical plants. Section 4 provides that every sect,ion that 
shall not be occupied by an actual settler, positively engaged in the 
propagation or cultivation of useful tropical plants, within eight years 
from the location of the tract, shall be forfeited to the United States. 
Dr. Perrine never entered upon the tract or in any way undertook to 
comply with the conditions of this grant, but while residiug at Florida 
Keys, more than 75 miles distant from the tract, was killed by Indians. 
On February 18, 1841, Congress passed an act granting to the widow 
and children of Dr. Perrine the same privileges with regard to comply-
ing with the terms of said grant, and extended the time for compliance 
to "eight years after the time when the present Indian war in Florida 
shall cease and determine." There is no evidence to show that the 
widow and children of Dr. Perrine ever made any effort whatever t-0 
comply with the terms of this grant. On tbe contrary, there is much 
evidence to show that they never made any effort in that direction. 
~everal years ago some settlers went upon these lands and claimed 
them under the homestead law, and they have remained and resided 
upon the lauds to the present time, making valuable improvements 
thereon. The settlers applied to Congress to have the grant forfeited 
for noncompliance with its conditions, and to allow them to enter the 
land under the homestead law. 
The improvements made by these settlers, according to the evidence, 
are the only rea,l, valid, bona fide improvements upon the tract to-day. 
Some time in May, 1896, the officers of the Florida East Coast Railroad 
made a contract with the Perrine heirs by which they agreed to furnish 
settlers and tropical plants, and comply with the conditions of the 
grant, for half of the land embraced therein, after deducting whatever 
area was necessary in order to satisfy the settlers already upon the 
land. Tne agent of the railroad then went among the settlers on the 
land and told them th~t the grant was still in force, and all that '!as 
neces~ary was a comphance at that time on the part of the Perrme 
heirs in order to secure title; and that they would give to these settlers, 
if they would become settlers under the grant 40 acres each of the 
Ian~, embracing their improvements. Fearing they would lose title to 
their homes, some of the settlers entered into the agreement, and the 
railroa,l company thereupon proceeded to secure other settlers. They 
ad erti ed for settler , and succeeded in locating some person on every 
, e tion, building shanties that did not approach the dignity of a house, 
from 12 to 14 feet in size, one story high, made of boards, in mo t 
in tances of poles, and in some instances without roofs, constituting a 
sham, fraudulent pretense at settlement upon these lands; and np~n 
ach of the sections une acre was in some instances cleared,. and m 
other in tan e the trees girdled, and a lot of o-called tropical plant~ 
furnj hed by the railroad company were planted upon the land. . 
The ~r t ettler went upon the land 1n June, and the fir t plan~nu 
of tropical plant wa. done in October, although mo t of the plantinu 
wa lefi rr d until ovember. Between the 1 ·t and 19th of December 
all of th se o-called and pretended ettler made proof, tating under 
oath that tb y were bona :fide settler , actually engaged in the prop · 
a ion or ultivation of valuable tropical plant . Immediat ly aft 
proof wa made mo t of the e so-called and pretenderl ett1er: ab n-
d n d the tra t of Jan where in fact, th ne er had re ided · and. 
a rding to the two affida ·t hereto attach d igned by Jam 
mi h nd Jo eph H. Mehring, ery few tre are now upon the 
and only a few settlers pretend to re ide thereon. 
PERRI 
The following extract from 
witness for the railroad com1 
show the fraudulent clrn,1·a t 
Dr. WILLIAM C. CUTLER. sworn 
Mr. HOLCOMB. Tell the comm i 
the history of it, ancl your conn 
incl11ding any knowledge you La 
1vhetl1er the conditions of the 
abont it. 
Dr. CUTLim. My first visit to tbe t.,rr. n 
knew nothing about the errant at bat im 
I stayed there two or thre~ weeks an d 
I became very much enamored with th • 
for an annual vacation. I then vi ited i 
and I purchased a little land. On of ru b lt 
I sent down there to take care ot, th pr p rt 
Senator PETTIGREW. How long is it sin th 
necessary to prove their rights 'f 
Dr. CUTLER. It has Leen within the year 1 
Senator PETTIGREW. I presume that vou toJ h 
many people were on the grant at the lme ou fir 
. Dr. ~UTLER. At the time I first went down ther 
1t, I thmk. 
~enator PETTIGREW. Was any person there prior o 1 
heirs and making improvements on this propertyf 
Dr. CUTLER. No. 
Senator PETTIGREW No one at all. 





follow!ng evidence, given by Howard Bi bmond di. closes 
me fa!c1ca1 and fraudulent character of tbi tran a tio11. Jfr. Bich-
0nd ~s a _surveyor and in the employ of the railroad and was called 
as their witness: ' 
pl~e~aJoi TY;_LMAN. So that the tropical plants other than those that wt,re formd l\,r en ,Y t e old settlers h!l've all been put in in Octoberf Sr. ~ICRM0ND. Yes ; and unmediately following. 
Men~or TlLLMAN. Wel~, they have all been put in since Octoberf 
Sr. ICHM0ND. Yes; srnce the 8th of October. 
th enator TILLMAN. And no tropical plants were set out there in compliance with e act of Congress until last October 'F · 
Mr. RIC~~'10ND. Not Ly the new l!lettlers. 
Senator lILLMAN. On how many sections a,re the old settlersf 
Mr. RICHl\WNV. They are on sections 26 and 27, 33, 34, and perhaps 35. 
Senator TILLMAN. So you have had to put new settle.rs on thirty-one sections of 
that grant¥ 
Mr. RICHMOND. Yes; at a rough estimate. 
The ho~estead settlers upon tbis tract w:ere the only people_ who had 
valuable improvements, and they can not ~n any way be co11s1dered as 
settlers under the Perrine grant for they did not go there for that pur-
J)ose and were not there for the'purpose of accomplishin~ tha~ object. 
Nine of tlJese settlers refused to make proof for the Perrme heirs, and 
HO the railroad company had others make _proof for them; and upon 
ibis pretended proof the patents have been issued. . 
We conteud that tbere 1.Jas been, therefore, no comJ?l1ance what~ver 
with the terms of tlie grant, but, on the contrary, a fraudu_lent effort, 
which finally succeeded to ecnre patents and not the eqmtable title 
to these lands. We <•OJ:tend that it i t~e duty of the Oong-!'e s of the 
United State to declare tbi grant forfe1ted,_and t~e dut:y ot the ~xec-
. t f the Goverument t,o begm an 1mmed1ate action to 
ntJve Departmen ° 1 . d and inmi Ji the offend r . J th patt:uts alrea< Y i. ue · · · 
ca~te ~ ority di ent from th opiuiou of t1!ebmaJO~t1_t~ m the state-
e mrn . ·on of ti, mmi te n it r cri 1 ·1 m uor bla 
ment '' that in the ;i;:;1;h otti f th Go ernment in approvi_ng a rnde 
can properly attiaO n 
B 
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issuing the patents; and that there does not appear, either in the r~rd 
or in the testimony presented to the committee, any evidence of either 
fraud or mistake of fact or law." In tbe opinion of the minority, there 
is both fraud and mistake of fact and law on-the part of the ofticers of 
the Government in issuing these patents. Protests had been filed in 
the General Land Office against issuing these patents, and that there 
were settlers upon these lands was well known to the officers of the Land 
Department. These settlers protested that the grant should be for-
feited and that they should be allowed to file their homestead entries, 
A bill to forfeit this grant was pending in Oongress, which fact was also 
well known. . , 
The fact that no effort had been made to comply with the terms of 
this grant until May or June, 1896, and that no successful test of the 
growth of tropical plants could be made upon ground that bad been 
unbroken and uncultivated previous to that time must have been known 
to the officers of the Government. . The haste, also, with which the 
patents were issued indicates collusion on the part of the officers of the 
Government in helping along this nefarious and fraudulent transaction. 
In this connection I wish to call attention to the letter addressed to 
E. I. Robinson, Jacksonville, Fla., signed by E. F. Best, .Assistant Com-
missioner of the General Land Office, and also a letter dated November 
30, 1896. 
Neither can the minority consent to the statement of the majority 
t~at " all the facts being considered, the case of the heirs of Dr. Per-
rme, as presented to the committee by the testimony and the record, 
bears every evidence of merit and good faith." On the contrary, the 
admitted state of facts, as recited in the majority report, shows that, 
all the facts being considered, the case of the heirs of Dr. Perrine, as 
present~d to the eommittee by the testimony and the record, bea~s 
every evidence of gross fraud and bad faith in every particular. There 1s 
no justification for the laches of the heirs, and the consideration w~ich 
the Government expected to receive through the introduction of tropical 
plants was an impo sible performance from the result of the lapse of 
tiID:e. The demon tration by actual settlers upon this very tract, who 
claim under the homestead law, that tropical plants could be grown, 
and the utter and absolute failure, or rather the utter and absolute 
want of effort, to even test the question of cultiva,ting in any way of 
tropical plants on the part of the Perrine heirs, is abundantly proved 
by all the evidence. It is absurd, ridiculous, and contrary to rea on 
and good judgment to say that the girdling of a few trees and the clear-
ing away of ome area of brush in the summer of 1896, and the plant-
ing of nuts and tropical plants in ovember, and making proof in 
December is any compliance with the conditions of the grant wha -
ever, but, on the contrary, is the baldest fraud, for the parpo o 
securing title to the land 'without any consideration whatever. 
But after reciting that everything is in good faith, and that the J?· 
dition of the grant have been complied with, the majority make thi 
remarkable statement: 
The only additional precaution the Department could have taken in the P. 
would ha e been to send special agent to Florida. to ascertain if the fae ~1 
by an examination of tl1e land as to s ttlement and improvement n 
avermenta in the obviou ly ha tily prepar d proof of omplianc ith he 
the grant. The funds &nd force were a.t the disposal of the Departmen fi 
porpo e indicated. 
The evidence pr ented to the committ bows that with the exc P 00 
sqoatt rs and the famili from the Baham I ]and alread mentioned, Mi"tie11aez:ts 
on the land b an only fast Ma , and no hopi al plants were set oat by 
o.r sett.lera who were aoting for the Perrine h irs and the milroad OOlll 
PE 6 
· October. From the natur o a of i 
water, it was apparently im SolbStaoltial nd h 
were not substantial, som r nd 
of pine logs. The tropical pl· n d h been t 
out among trees in some in a n r d ompJy 
with the letter rather than he b n 1 d indioa~ 
ing that already some 01 th e if b ord can 
be applied to the settlement , iu m in tuncea 
sajd to be dying or dead for h t1t.1te111U(l►D r f ttl m nt be an 
in May; the tropical plants w r Oc:to ,oor· a t r · J> fl w re bAgan 
in December and filed with he i u n the 4th of Feb-
rua.ry. It is thus seen that th h ilroad company 
an<l the attorneys who work b iu :. c of Gov. 
ernment land under con<1ition w t.eri lly chaD,t:'e, 
It can not be supposed that i n t Pi\- ·a,· tbi large 
b_o<ly o.f laml upon pretense of con1 n i i 11 • nt owinrr to the hort 
time smce the "so-called" settl I I th tr pic, l pl u et out, it 
is impossible to tell at this tirn wh th r. r m h b n p rp tr. t d upon the Gov-
ernment or not. The r ecord and r f n t in th I nt. We were ored 
?Y th~se who were authorized to sp ~ k b t h ri"'b of II qu tter , et forth 
m their contracts with the railro l mp:. n · uld b pr t t d, and that deeds 
would be made to them. If thi pledo- b orupJi itb in rro d faith, it will be 
probably to the best interest of all c n rn rl t l th matt r a it i , as, should 
the g;rant be forfeited, it would either o-o t-0 th t.1t of E'lorida as wamp land or 
remam und~veloped, it being ver evident tha it would r quire con iclerable capi-
ta~ to o~en it and protect it from the o~erfl of th ,erglacle . If the pledge of 
fair deal mg with the squatters and settlers is not redeem d, further aotion by Con-
gress ma,y be in order. 
The stat~ment on the part of the minority i in accordance with the 
facts, and 1t seems astonishing that any other conclu ion can be drawn 
therefrom than that Con o-re s should at once forfeit this grant, open 
the laud t? occupation under the land laws, and prosecute the perp~tra-
tors of this fraud. There is not one particle of proof that the Perrmes 
ever ~roug:ht families from the Bahamas to settle upon this tract; but 
there 1s evidence that certain inhabitants of the Bahama Islands came 
over and remained for short periods of time upon the lands occupied by 
homestead settlers upon this tract, in the capacity of laborers or for 
t~e purpose of bunting and fishing, but not with a design of complying 
with the conditions of this grant. 
Then the majority make this remarkable statement: ''The tropical 
plant~, in most 'cases, cover only one acre, and have been set out among 
trees !n some instances, showing that an effort had been made to com-
ply with the letter rather than the spirit of the law." Then they say 
that "affidavits have been :filed indicating that already some of these 
settlers have left their new homes, if that word can be applied to the 
settlements, and the plants set out in October arein some instances said 
to be dying or dead for want of attention." Yet the majority conclude 
that the Perrine heirs have acted in good faith; that there has been a 
full compliance with the Jaw, and no Jack of duty and vigilance on the 
part of the officers of the Government. 
The majority, also, in their report, make the following further remark-
able statement, in view of the conclusion we have drawn in this case: 
The work of settlement began in May; the tropical plant~ were set out in October 
and November; proofs were begun in December and :filed with the Department, and 
the patent issued on the 4th of February. 
It is thus seen that the Perrines and their associates-the railroad 
companies and the attorneys, who worked on a commission-have ob-
tained 23,000 acres of Government land under conditions which in a 
year's time may materially change. 
After such a statement as that, how the majority could draw the con-
clusions they did is a matter beyond comprehension. How, from such 
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a statement as that, could they conclude that each section of said land 
was occupied by a bona fide settler, actually engaged in the propaga-
tion of valuable tropical plants? It is impossible to conceive bow 
vigilant and honest officers, knowing as they must al1 the facts in _this 
case, could have received these machine-made affiJiavits for 31 sections 
of this land, and issued patents therefor, without any investigation on 
the part of the Government. Your minority contends that no honest 
officers would have passed this proof, and that the evidence discloses 
a condition of affairs in the Land Department which demands the 
attention of Congress. Patents were issued for the other 5 sections of 
this land without any proof whatever on the part of the settlers occu-
pying and improving the same, and upon affidavits furnished by others, 
and upon these 5 sections were the only real, bona .:fide, arnl actual 
improvements. 
The affidavits and letters hereto attached, and all the evidence taken 
by the committee and attached to the majority report, are made a part 
of this report, and especial attention is called thereto. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
GENERAL LAND OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., January 18, 1897. 
SIR: I am in receipt of copies of letters dated January 6, 1897, addressed you 
by J ohn \V. Ro~erts and Jam_es A. Smith, of Cutler, F la., in the matter of their set-
tl~m~nt on se?t10n 27, township 55 south, range 40 east, one of the sections embraced 
w1thm what 1s known as the "Perrine grant," in the State of .Florida. You ask 
that the matter be investigated by this office, and that whatever is within its power 
be done for the protection of the settlers . 
. In reply I have the hon?r to advise you that the testimouy, in the shape of affida-
vits duly corroborated, of some fifty settlers, among them the aforesaid Roberts and 
mitb, was taken between the 7th and 19th December 1896 before J. W. Ewan, 
United States commissioner for the southern district of Florid~ and said testimony 
was received here December 28, 1896. A preliminary examinati~n was made by this 
office of said testimony, the same covering all the sections (the equivalent, in a com-
pact body, of one full township) en1braced within the limits of the Perrine grant, 
and b:y letter _addressed_ th e honorable Secretary of the Interior, January 9,. I 97, 
wberem the views of this office were set forth as to its sufficiency all the testimony 
was submitted for t h e action of the Department. ' 
In substance the testimony of each settler was to the effect that he or she was on 
the particular section (describing it) by the procurement of the Perrine heir , and 
actually engaged in the propa0 ·atiou or cultivation of valuable tropical plan~ , 
de~cribing them, etc., and containing a request or prayer that patent issue to aid 
heirs. 
The afore aid copies have been sent the Department by letter of even date here· 
with. 
Very respectfully, 
llon. WILKINSON CALL, 
E. F. BEST, Assistant Co11miiaaioner. 
nited States Senate. 
To EDw ARD I. ROBINSO ' Esq.' 
Jacksonville, Fla.: 
You are h reby notified that nncler a. certain contract dated December 8 1 D 8J1d 
record d in the records of Dade Conn ty, Florirla, on May 17, I 2, in Book G of H ~. 
at pa 10 betwe n He ter P. Walker for h rself and as attorney in fact for B nr) 
E . Perrine and Clara H. Radcliffe, partie to tho fir t part and H ory A. 0 
party of tbe econd part, and al o tbe supplem ntary agr ement be w n th m 
parti ther unto a.pp oded ancl with it r corded, , nd a certain otb r c~mtra / 
January 19, 1 92, and recorded in the said record on )fay 17, 1 92.! 1!1 B 
De ds, at page 4, and again record d in aid r cords on Jiarch 10 I ,, lDd H 
ecds, at page 3 0, between Henry E. Perrine, part of the fir t part_ no . 
Howe and J amea mi th, partiea of the second part, and under certain 1 
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of said contracts, the American ontra t and Finance Company, a. corporation under 
the laws of the ,'ta,te of ew York, having i oOic at o. 71 Broadway in the city 
of ew York, 'tateof ew York, and others, areeutitl <l t a. couv . ance inf e im-
ple from Hester P. Walker, II my E. Perrin , and Clara H. Ra<lcli1fe, their h irs 
executors, admini!:strator , and ns8igns, of ertain trart of la <l in the bod.y of land 
iu township fifty-five (55) south, rauge thirty-nine (39) a. t, town hip fifty-six (56) 
south, rauge thirty-nine (39) ast, township fifty-five (55) south, range forty (40) 
east, aml township fifty-si_x (56) south, range forty (40) Mt, in Dade County, 
Florida, known as the Pernne grant, granted to Dr. Henry Perrine by the Congress 
of tho United State , ancl conveyed to Mrs. Ann F . Perrine, 'arah A.nn Perrine, 
Hester M . S. Perrine, ancl Henry E. Perrine, their heirs antl a sign by letters patent 
of the United tates, datecl February 4, 1897, and recortled in said records Febrn:1ry 
9 1897, in Book Q of Deecls, at page 324, saicl tract of land being described as a. 
t~act of ten thousand acres in one liody and as nearly sqnare as may be, and to be 
located back of the first tier of sections, with a 1·ight of way for a public road to the 
bay along _the side of eit~er of tlie sectio~s north or 1.,outh of sect~on twenty-six (26) , 
in township ftfty five (5o) south, range forty (40) east, of the w1dth of half a mile, 
and also the west half of sai<l section twenty-six (26), and al o forty acres on the 
southeast qnarter of the southea. t quarter section of said section twenty-six (26), 
and are also entitled to a conveyance in fee simple from Henry E. Perrine, of a one-
sixth part of a11 those lots, sections, pieces or parcels of land herein before described 
as the body of land g!'a_nted t? Dr. Henry Perrine, and patentetl as aforesaid, being 
one-sixth part of the said Perrme grant, and every part and parcel thereof; that the 
said o-rantees named in said letters patent, their b irs, executors, and administrators, 
hold their title to the lands hereinbefore described as lands to which said American 
Contract and Finance Company and others, are entitled to a conveyance in trust for 
said American Contract and E'inance Company and others; and are incapab1e of con-
veying any of said lands except under and in compliance with said contracts. 
You are· warned to make no agreements for the purchase of said lands with the 
grantees named in said_lett~r patou~, thei~ heirs or assigns, :-1nd_ to accept no ~~eds 
from said grantees, the1r heirs or assigns, smce the same are ent1tled to no validity. 
AMIJ:RI<JAN CONTRACT AND FIN.ANOE COMPANY, 
By T. M. DAY, JR., Attorney. 
JACKSONVILLE, FLA., March 29, 1897. 
To the Hon. J. R. Parrott, vice-president of the East Coast Railway, greeting: 
The petition of settle_rs upon th~ so-ca~led Perrine grant, Dad~ County, Fla., for_ a 
valid contract stating the articles of agreement between said settlers and said 
railroad company, now partly verbal, and attempted to be stated in many different 
forms. 
That said contract or contracts petitioned for must, in the nature of the case, be 
conditioned upon the confirm~1,tion to the ~~rrine heirs of the so-called grant, and 
evervtl.Ling can be executed with the provision that no nghts accrue or obligation 
be assumed by either party uuless the United States parts with its present title in 
favor of the Perrine lreir-s; then both parties to have ample time within which to 
perform the several acts required. . . . . 
That said company's agent, to wit, the1r land comm1ss10ner, one J.E. Ingraham, 
has attempted to contract wit,h such settlers, but for coercion amounting to duress, 
by threats of los_ing their homes and_ im_provemen~s upon United States land, and 
other reasons, said contracts n.re not bmdmg upon either party; therefore, your peti• 
tioners would ask that either the president or vice-president of said railroad com-
pany cause to be prepared a suitable form of written contract, executed by either of 
them and the settlers, to replace the partly written and partly verbal statements 
of said land commissioner of said railroad, for the following reasons, to wit: 
1. That we, the undersip;ned petitioners, with others, h ave been misled by false 
and fraudulent representations made by said land commissioner and his agents. 
2. It was stated to us that said railroad company was in a position to complete 
the grant, as originally contemplated, without the aid of Congress, when the whole 
matter now awaits Cougressional action. 
3. That said land commissioner has verbally promised a large ditch or canal drain-
ing into the bay from the .B~rerglades, a wharf to cl~ep ~ater, work for said settlers 
on the canal, to use due dllhgence to create and mamtam a town at a point within 
said so-called grant, and to afford facilities for the landing of freight and passen-
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gers from steamers of said company, and declines to give conditional bond to work 
in future. 
4. That said land commissioner, his agents and servants, have threatened and 
otherwise ill treated and annoyed sai<l settlers upon said United States lan.tl .. 
5. That one McKinlay, the attorney for Mr. Ingraham, the land commissioner as 
aforesaid, now upon the so-called grant, admits the ill usage and false statements 
and promises complained of by said settlers, but is still working on our fears and 
obtaining from us, the settlers, our proofs of settlement. . . 
6. That there are bona fi<le settlers upon said so-called grant afraid to sign any 
statement complaining· of said land commissioner and his agents a,nd servants, but 
would complain if relieved of such fear. 
7. That 12 bona fide settlers in person made a request of said McKinley, the 
attorney now representing said land commissioner, for 40 acres more to be added to 
their 40-acre hold in gs con-ceded by said company if said cana,l was 11ot to be under-
taken by said ra,ilroad company, and that the contract be in writing and sign~d by 
the president or vice-president of said railroad, and not by said land commissioner 
as aforesaid. 
Now, therefore, for the reasons aforesaid, these petitioners request the said presid~nt 
and vice-president to perform the acts promised by said land commissioner or grve 
a conrlitional bond for the same to be performed in the futnre. 
'l'hat your petitioners insist upon having the same acreage that is proposed to be 
given the frontage landholders upon said so-called grant, provided the same be ~on-
firmed to said Perriues, or that the canal be underta.ken witliin a reasonable time 
after acquiring- title and be completed as promised by said Ia.nd commissioner within 
a reasonable time. 
And your petitioners will ever pray, etc. 
8TATE OF FLORIDA, County of Dade, as: 
JOHN W. ROBERTS. 
EPHRAHAM W. SIGSBEE. 
SARAH M. ROBERTS, 
JAMFS A. SMITH. 
JOHN F. RommTS. 
GEORGE H . .:MEHRING. 
ROBERT 0. SWINDEL. 
EDWARD I. ROBINSON. 
ANNIE R. ViTooDWARD, 
On this clay personally appeared before me John W. Roberts, Ephraham W. 
igsbce, 'arah M. Roberts, ,James A. Smith, John F. Roberts, George H. Mehring, 
and Rohert 0. 'windal, who , being duly sworn on oath declare that the statements 
con~~in •d iu the foreg-oiug p etition are true, to the best of their knowledge and belief. 
\\ 1tncss my hand and seal this 18th day of December, A. D. 1896. 
[SEAL.] E. I. ROBINSON, 
Nota;ry Publio, State of Florida . 
• 'TATE OF FLORIDA, County of Duval, 88: 
On this day personally appeared before me Annie R. Woodward, who, being duly 
sworn, on oath dec·larecl that the tatements contained in the foregoing petition are 
true, to the best of her knowledge and belief. 
\ itue s my hand and sea,l this 22d day of December, A. D. 1896. 
[SEAL.] E. I. ROBINSON, 
Notary P.1tblic, State of Florida. 
STATE OF FLORIDA, County of Duval, 88: 
On this day personally appeared before me Edward I. Robin on, who, be~n~ <lnJy 
sworn, on oath declare: that th stat rnent. contained in the for goin(Y pet1t10n r 
tru to th be. t of hi knowledge and beli f. 
\ itne my hand and eal thi -- day of January, . D. 1 9i. 
[ EAL. ] 1H )fA JACK ·o • 
.1-rotary Public, ,;. late of Florid • 
, TA TE , Otwty of lJu •al 88: 
n tl y ly nppcare,l hefor 1 '.I.Robin ou, who 
on oat r · · i a trn op_v of th p •titi1111 
l'arrot · l t I , ilw and of whi ha du 
to: 11: tor \\' 1 tou, D. 
\ it11t• ·• 111 • hand an ch · of 111 ry, ~ 
L J£AL. J Tuo;,.r ·otar, 
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We the undersiuned citizens of the State of Florida, being aware of the means 
adopted by the agents and servants of the Florida East Coast Railway to olJtain 
title from the United .States Government and rights from the settlers to the lands 
known as the "Perrine grant," Dade County, Fla., do 'hereby enter our protest 
against such disposal of the public domain to the rich for speculation against the 
interest of the poor settlers upon the land. 
Vernon Saunders, Geo. ,v. Land, W. T. Hardee, C. P. Savary, Lyman A. 
Ogle, J. J. Hardee, J. G. Hardee, C. F. Dean, Geo. C. Friar, J . S. 
Warner, H. Ha,ynie, C. M. Sherley, .John Polaski, R. B. Fickle, J. A. 
McCrory, Jno. F. Barlow, J. B .. Johnson, Daman Sier, Henry Johnson, 
Thomas G. Russell, W. T. (bis x mark) Thrift, Henry Filer, J. I. Knight, 
R. P. Thurber, Wm. T. Trent, Wm. Mittair, Tilden J. Russell, W. 
D. Costar, Joe A. Moss, Charles Carey, Chas. Jordan, Garry Niles, 
Ralph C. Case, Edgar T. Higgs, Frank Allery, E. S. Scott, John F. 
Albury, John J. Shwarp, Frederick Matthews, ,villie Griffin, Z. T. 
Merritt, J. W. Douthit, R. S. Douthit, E. J. Douthit, Fino A. Soop, 
F. C. Brossier, James J. Hubel, Geo. H. Dennen, S. H. Lewis, vV, F. 
Brooks, W. J. Prescott, F. J. Devane, Hugh Latimer, S. G. Harrison, 
J.E. Merritt, Wm. C. Blackwell. 
PETITION. 
To the Senate and the House of Representatives of the United States of Arnerioa in Congress 
assembled: ' 
Your petitioners, the undersigned settlers within the limits of the so-called "Per-
rine grant,'' in Dade County, Fla., respectfully pray for the forfeiture of said grant, 
and for the right to homestead the lands occupied by them for the following reasons, 
to wit: 
By the act of July 7, 1838 (5 Stat., 302), entitled "An act to encourage the intro-
duction and promote the cultivation of tropical pla.nts in the United States," there 
was granted to Dr. Henry Perrine and his associates one township of land in the 
southern extremity of the peninsula of Florida, with the proviso tlrn,t said land 
should be located within two years thereafter, and that the propagation and cultiva-
tion of valnable tropical plants by a bona fide settler upon any section, sl10ul(] on 
due proof thereof entitle said Henry Perrine to a patent therefor, and upon the 
condition that every section not so occupied by a bona fide settler within eight years 
after its location, or when the adjacent territory should be surveyed and offered for 
sale, should be forfeited to the United States. . 
Your petitioners aver that said Dr. Henry Perrine never located said township, or 
undertook the cultivation of tropical plants by himself or by settlers under said grant, 
or in any other way attempted to comply with the conditions of said grant, but, on 
the contrary, thereafter resided some 75 miles distant therefrom on Indian Key, and 
was, with his associates, engaged in propagating tropical plants on Matacumba Key, 
upon land which be claimed under the preemption laws, until the summer of 1840, 
when he was killed by the Seminole Indians. 
That thereafter, by the supplementary act of February 18, 1841 (6 Stat., 819 ), all 
of the rights and privileges under said act of 1838 were vested in said Henry Per-
rine's widow and surviving children, and the time within which any section might 
be so occupied and cultivated as to prevent the forfeiture therein provided was 
extended to eight years after the close of the then existing Indian war in Florida. 
That the then existing Indian war in Florida was officially declared to have ernled 
on August 14, 1842, and hence the period within which the conditions of said grant 
might be complied with so as to prevent its forfeiture terminated in the year 1850. 
That subsequently to the year 1841 there were no Indian hostilities which could 
have prevented a compliance by said grantees with the conditions of said grant 
until the year 185r", when the second Seminole war broke out, which was officially 
declared to have ended on May 8, 1858. . . 
That said grant was located by an agent of the said Perrines in 1847 in townships 
55 and 56 south, of ranges 39 and 40 east, on the border of Biscayne Bay, Fforida, 
and was duly surveyed1 and that it amounts to 36 square miles of land. 
That the said widow and surviving children of said Dr. Henry Perrine have ne,,er 
at any time attempte<l, in good faith, to comply with the conditions of said grant, 
and that they never located a bona fide settler within the limits of said grant, or 
made any improvements or clearing thereon, or propagated or cultivated any trop-
ical plants therein, or in any other manner undertook to earn said land, from the 
date of said grant to the presen~ time. 
S. Rep. 3--67 
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That in the year 1877, about twenty-seven years after the expiration of said grant, 
one of said grantees made a pretense of residing on the land in a small Jog hut; but 
that after a few months he auandoned the effort and has never since attempted to 
repeat it. 
That in the year 1850 said grantees filed in Congress a petition for an extension of 
time under the granting act, wherein they admitted that, they had failed to comply 
with its terms, but that Congress did not grant said extension. . 
That in the year 1887 sa,id grantees petitioned Congress for a confirmation of said 
grant, alleging that their failure to comply with its terms arose from circumstances 
beyond their control; that, on a reference of said petition by the Senate Committee 
on Public Lands to the Secretary of the Interior for a report, the said Secretary, on 
the suggestion of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, recommended the 
confirmation of sections 23, 26, and 27, in township 55 of range 40, HS being all of 
the laud to which said grantees could in any event be entitled, and that he further 
recommended the restoration of the remaining sections to the public domain; that 
the said recommended confirmation of three sections was based upon certain affi-
daTits filed in the General Land Office by said grantees, tending to show that at an 
early date they bad established a number of settlers on said sections who were 
frightened away by the Seminole Indians; that for many years thereafter the fear 
of the Indians prevented their locating other settlers thereon., and that seven 
settlers were then residing and cultivating tropical plants on said sections in com-
pliance with the provisions of said granting act; but your petitioners deny the 
truth of each and every one of said allegations, and aver that said proofs were not 
made in compliance with the rules and regulations of the Land Department, and 
aver that said grantees never located a single settler on said land, and that after the 
year 1842 they were not deterred from so doing by the Seminole Indians, and that 
no settlers have ever gone upon said land in compliance with the terms of said 
granting act. 
And your petitioners aver that John A. Addison, claimed as a settler by said 
grantees, settled on said section 26 in the year 1864, and has ever since resi<led 
thereon, and has improved and cultivated his claim so that the same is now worth, 
at a fair valuation, at least $10,000; that nearly all of the other settlers claimed by 
said grantees are among the signers of this petition; that William Fuzzard, one of 
your petitioners, settled on the tract claimed by him in the year 1884, and has ever 
since re ided thereon, and has improved and cultivated it until it is now of the value 
of at least $8,000; that all of your petitioners have settled on the tracts now occu-
pied by them without any request from or engagement with said grantees, but 
wholly upon their own motion and under the belief that said grant had expired by 
limitation in the year 1850, and that when said lands were restored to the public 
domain their right to their respective claims would be recognized and protected in 
the customary manner, and in good faith intending to enter said tracts under the 
public-land laws of the United States. 
And your petitioners aver that the recent activity of said grantees to obtain con-
firmation of the grant was for the purpose of acquiring the valuable improvements 
of your said petitioners; that your petitioners had no notice of the so-called" proofs" 
which were filed in the General Land Office as aforesaid and no opportunity to refute 
them; that when they learned, in the year 1887, that the Secretary of the Interior 
had made the said recommendation to Congress, they filed a statement and protest 
in the General Land Office, to which apparently no attention has been paid; that 
they also, in 1 , filed with the Senate Committee on Public Lands the affidavits of 
"Dad" Pent, William C. Cutler, John A. Atldi on, and William Fuzzard, showing_ the 
real facts in the case, but that the said affidavits appear to have been removed from 
the file under leave of the enate granted January 7, 1890; that a number of ~hem 
have applied to said grantee:,s, with a view to the retention of the tracts respectn-ely 
settled on and improved by them, but that said grantees have refused such conce -
eiion; and that it is for thi cause that your petitioners are now compelled to apply 
for relief directly to Congress. . 
That in upport of their averments hereinbefore made our petitioners herewi~ 
file verified duplicates of the affidavits filed in the year 1 as aforesaid, and lll 
addition the affidavits of John . Addi on, Charles F . eibold, William M. M~ttaur: 
harles chmidt, v illiam Fuzzard, "Dad" Pent, zriah Pinder, and Dru 11la · 
·wmiam , four of whom ere fal ely claimed a ettlers by aid grante ~f?re-
said, and pray that the sam ma be con ider din onoection with this th ir pe~1tion. 
And your peti ioner al o file herewith a c rtifi d cop of the joint re olut!on of 
the 1 o-i lature of Florida approved Jone 3, 1 93, recommending tbe re toration b 
th public domain of the land covered by the Perrine grant for the benefit of 
aettl r in pre ent occupation th reof. . . . 
, hr foreyourp ti ioner r pectfull uraetbe1argeequ1tie which th rh 
the laud n w o cu pied by th m and humbly d mnnd fr 01 rr1 l 
the only tribunal having juri diction o er the arant in i 
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measure of relief to which they are justly entitled, namely: The right heretofore 
cheerfully accorded to settlers within abandoned or forfeited land grants often recog-
nized and enforced by Congress of entering the tracts so settled and occupied by 
them under the public-land laws of the United States. 
And your petitioners will ever pray, etc. 
Name. 
Walter H. Browne .. . 
.John A .. Addison .. .. 
Henry A.Fit,ch ..... . 
William Fuzzard ... . 
William Roberts ... . 
.John F. Roberts ...•. 
.John W . Roberts .••. 
~~/ if.uoi~~~!~::: 
T. R. Pinder .....•••. 
.T. W. Pinder ..••••••. 
Azanah Pinder ..... . 
Edward Pinder ..... . 
LiYingston Pinder .. . 
F . .T. Seybold ........ . 
Charles M. Campbell. 
Lands occupied. 
N. ½ NW.¼, NE. ¼ fractional, SE.¼ NW.¼, sec. 35, T. 55 S., R. 40 E. 
SE. fractional¼, SE.¼ of SW.¼, sec. 26, T. 55 S., R. 40 E . 
S. ½ NE.¼, SE,¼ of NW,¼, sec. 34, SW.¼ of NW.a;, sec.35, T. 55 S., R. 40 E. 
NE.¼, sec. 26, 'l'. 55 S., R. 40 E. 
N. ½ of SW. i, SW.¼ of SW.¼, sec. 26, T. 55 S., R, 40 E. 
SE.¼, sec. 27, T. 55 S., R. 40 E . 
NE.¼, sec. 27, T. 55 S., R. 40 E . 
N. ½ of SW.¼, sec. 35, T. 55 S., R. 40 E. 
N. ½ of NW.¼, sec. 27, NE.¼ of NE.¼, sec. 28, SE. ¼ of SE. ¼, sec. 21, T. 55 S., R. 
4UE. 
S. ½ SW.¼, sec. 35, R. 55 S., R. 40 E. 
N. ½NE.¼, sec. 4, N. ½ NW.¼, sec. 3, T. 56, R. 40 E . 
N. ½ of NE. i, sec. 81 N. ½of.NW.¼, sec. 2, T. 56, R. 40 E. • 
SW. i , sec. 34, T. 55 S., K 40 E. 
SE. ¼ of NW.¼, NE.¼ of SW.¼, SW.¼ of NE.¼, NW.¼ of SE.¼, sec. 3, T. 56 S., R, 
4,0 E. 
SE.¼, sec. 22, T. 55 S., R. 40 E. 
STATE OF FLORIDA, C.ounty of Dade, ss: 
On this day personally appeared before me James A. Smith, who, being duly sworn, 
deposes and says that he made a careful examination of the back sections of the Per-
rine grant upon which one S. H. Richmond has recently placed settlers, or men claim-
ing to be such, and upon which men have recently made sworn proofs of settlement, 
and upon which a patent bas been issued to the heirs of Dr. Henry Perrine, and found 
but the following, to wit: 
Section 10: One shack 10 by 9 feet, 2 cots, 1 blanket, 1 quilt, 2 buckets, l acre 
cleared, and 1 pump on section line between sections 9 and 10. 
Section 9: One shack 10 by 12 feet, 1 mosquito bar, 2 axes, 1 hoe, 1 grub hoe, 1 
mattock, 1 saw, 2 skillets, 1 oven, bread pan, valise, 1 acre of land cleared. 
Section 8: Well-house 12 by 12 feet, 10 acres deadened, 2 small gardens, quite a lot 
of trees. 
Section 15: House incomplete, 1 well, 1 pump, 1 shack, 2 little nurseries, 6 acres 
deadened, half acre cleared. 
Section 17: House 10 by 12 feet, 1 well, 1 acre cleared, and a few trees; no tools. · 
Section 18: House 12 by 14 feet, 10 acres deadened, 2 acres cleared, no tools, no 
well, a lot of trees. 
Section 7: House 12 by 16 feet, 1 acre in cultivation, 5 acres deadened, occupied, 3 
chickens. 
Section 12: Paper-roof house 10 by 12 feet, 1½ acres cleared, a few trees set in pot 
boles. Can not find well or tools. · · 
Section 13: House 10 l>y 12 feet, 1 a cre cleared, a dozen trees. 
Section 24: One house 10 by 12 feet, open paper roof~ 1 acre cleared, and a few sick 
trees, 1 pump. 
Section 19: One house 10 by 12 feet, open at gables, no door shutters, palmetto 
roof open, well, 1 acre clear, a few trees. 
Section 30: Log pen 10 b y 14 feet, covered with an old t ent, a pump, 1 acre cleared, 
and a few trees, 1 grub hoe, lantern, a few bedclothes, no door shutter. 
Section 31: One house, 14 by 12 feet, covered with paper, 1 pump, 2 axes, sa,w, shovel, 
cooking utensils, 1 bucket, a few dishes, 1 acre with the logs moved. 
Section 25 : House, 12 by 14 feet, logs covered with paper, no door, nothing in it, 1 
acre deadened and palmetto taken off, 1 pump, about 10 sick trees. 
Section 36: Occupied one house, 12 by 15 feet, covered with paper, 1 pump, 1 acre 
deadened, with the palmetto grubbed off, and trees worked. 
Section 1: One house, 10 by 12 feet, no pump or well, no tools, 1 acre deadened and 
palmetto grubbed, and a few trees in pot holes. 
Section 6: Log house, 10 by 14 feet, covered with p aper, floored with round poles, 
no door shutter, no pump, no well, 1 acre deadened and palmetto grubbed off, and 
some of the company's trees alive. 
Section 5: One house, 12 by 14 feet, covered with paper, no gables, no door shutter, 
round-pole floor, no well or pump, about 3 acres deadened and one with the palmetto-
grubbed off, 1 shovel, no furniture, a few of the company's trees. 
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Section 20: Paper house and some cooking utensils, a few tools, 3 acres deadened 
and the palmetto off and planted in trees. 
That I found 16 of the railroad's or Perrine back-section claims without the owner 
or unoccupied. That only 8 of said men pretend to stay on above sections. 
. J Al\IES A. SMITH. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 16th day of March, A. D. 1897. 
[SEAL.] J. W. EWAN, 
United States Cornmissioner, Southern Disfr-ict of Florida. 
STATE OF FLORIDA, County of Dade, ss: 
On this day personally appeared before me George H. Mehring, who, being duly 
sworn, deposes and says that he made a careful examination of the back sections of 
the Perrine grant, upon which one S. H. Richmond has recently placed settlers or 
men claiming to be such, and upon which men have recently made sworn proof~ of 
settlement and upon which a patent has issued to the heirs of Dr. Henry Perrme, 
and found but the following, to wit: On 
Section 10: One shack, 10 by j:l feet, 2 cots, 1 blanket, 1 quilt, 2 buckets, 1 acre 
cleared, and 1 pump on section line between sections 9 and 10. 
Section 9: One shack, 10 by 12 feet, 1 mosquito bar, 2 axes, 1 hoe, 1 grub hoe, 1 
mattox, 1 saw, 2 skillets, 1 oven, bread pan, valise, 1 acre of land cleared. 
Section 8: Well house, 12 by 12 feet, 10 acres <leadened, 2 small gardens, quite a lot 
of trees. 
Section 15: Honse incomplete, 1 well, 1 pump, 1 shack, 2 little nurseries, 6 acres 
dead ned, half acre cleared. · 
Section 17: House, 10 by 12 feet, 1 well, 1 acre cleared, and a few trees, no tools. 
ection 18: House, 12 by 14 feet, 10 acres deadened, 2 acres cleared, no tools, no 
well, a lot of trees. 
ectiou 7: House, 12 by 16 feet, 1 acre in cultivation, 5 acres deadened, occupied, 
3 chickens. 
ction 12: Paper-roof house, 10 by 12 feet, lt acres cleared, a few trees, set in pot 
holes. an't find well or tool8. 
ection 13: House, 10 by 12 feet, 1 acre cleared, a dozen trees. 
Section 24; One house, 10 by 12, open paper roof, 1 acre cleared, and a few sick 
tree , 1 pump. 
'ection 19: One hon e, 10 by 12 feet, open at gables, no door, shutter, palmetto 
roof, open well, 1 acre clear, a, few trees. 
ction 30: Log peu, 10 by 14 feet, covered with an old tent, a pump, 1 acre cleared, 
and a few tre~ , 1 rub hoe, lantern, a few bedclothes, no door shutter. 
ecti n 31: One bou e 14 by 12 feet, covered with paper; 1 pump, 2 axes, saw, 
shovel, cooking uteu il , 1 bucket, a few dishes; 1 acre with the logs moved. 
ection 25: Hou e, 12 by 14 feet, logs covered with paper, no door, nothing in it; 
1 acre dead ned and palmetto taken off, 1 pump, about 10 sick trees. 
ection 36: Occupied, 1 house, 12 by 15 feet, covered with pa.per; 1 pump, 1 acre 
dead ned, wiLh the palmetto grubbed off aud trees worked. 
ction 1: One hou e, 10 by 12 feet· no pump or well, no tools, 1 acre deadened 
and palmetto grubbed, and a few trees in potholes. 
ection 6: Loa hou e, 10 by 14 feet, covered with paper, floored with round poles; 
no door butter, no pump, no well; 1 acre deadened and palmetto grubbed off, and 
om of the ompauy' trees aliv . 
ection 5: One hou e, 12 by 14 fe t, covered with paper, no gables, no door butter, 
round pole floor, no w 11 or pump, al,out 3 acre deadened and 1 acre with the pal-
metto grubbed off; 1 ho el, no furniture, a few of the company's trees. 
ectiou 20: Pap r hou. e and some cooking uten il , a few tools, 3 acres deadened 
and the palm tto off, and planted in tre s. 
'!hat If, und 16 of the ra.ilro, d's or Perrine back section claim without the owner 
or uno cupied; that only 8 of said men pretend to stay on abov sections. 
GEORGE II. !EHRI-•o. 
worn to and subscribed before me this 16th day of March, A. D. 1 7. 
[ CAL.] J. W. Ew ~•,. 
United tates Commission r, outhern District of Florida. 
T TE F , County of D,tde, as: 
n thi d onall app r m phraham v . be who beingdul 
worn, on o lar 'tll t upon the 36 ction in aid count ad 
known a t rin grant i the head of a famil re iding upon 
land, and o ag of ... 1 
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That be asks Congress to withhold confirmation from said Perrine grant on the 
gronncl that the Perrine heirs have not made settlement upon the land as contem-
plated by Congress, within a reasonable time, to entitle them to any recognition from 
saicl CongreHs a.nd confirmation of the "grant." 
Tbat a corporation doing business within the State of Florida, to wit, the Florida 
E ast Coast Railway, cla.ims to own the claim of the Perrines to the 36 sections afore-
said ; that said railroad h~s attempted to make settlement upon said Perrine grant, 
ancl h as placed new men upon the old settlers' land; that many of the new settlers 
baYe not built houses or made improvements necessary to entitle them to make 
pr oofs upon the back sections of the ''grant;'' that many of the new setttlers have 
macle their attempted proofs for said railro;td, and have left the" grant." 
That your affiant has actually resided upon said ''grant" with his family from 
F ebruary 1, 1896, to the present time, and well knows said railroad has not kept its 
promises to the original back settlers in attempting to deal with said settlers upon . 
Uni ted States land. . 
Th at your affiant is in possession of and claims 160 acres of United States land, but 
will take 80 acres of the same if Congress compels him to accept same, in following 
nn m b ers, to wit: E. t of SE.¼ of NE.¼, and E. t of NE.¼ of SE.¼, and E. t of SE.¼ 
of SK t of sec. 11, and E. t of NE.¼ of NE.¼ of sec. 14, T. 55 S., R. 40 E., containing 
80 acr es, more or less. · 
Th at only three of the original settlers, to wit, William Fuzzard, John Addison, 
and Brown, who were holding United States land at the natural town site on the bay 
made proofs for said railroad voluntarily; that these are the town-site settlers who 
are expecting to gain by speculation with the said railroad and Dr. Cutler, and have 
forced a number of the older settlers to aid them, with .the railroad, in its speculation 
upon this United States land. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 3d day of February, A. D. 1897. 
[ SEAL.] 8. H. RICHMOND, 
Nota1·y Public, State of Florida, at Large. 
STATE OF FLORIDA, County of Daral, 88: 
On t his day personally appearedEdward I. Robinson, who, beiugbyme duly sworn, 
011 oath declares that he is over 21 years of age, a citizen of the Uui,ted States, and 
of the State of Florida. 
That h e claims to reside upon the township known as the Perrine grant, located 
in Dade County, Fla., but is staying temporarily in the city of Jacksonville, county 
an<l Sta t,e aforesaid. 
Tl.int for one and one-half years he has been frequently upon said grant, and has 
erect ed a house and cultivated plants ancl trees thereon. That he is acquainted 
with all the actual settlerA upon said grant previous to the arrival of one S. H. 
Riclimond, agent for the railroads who have purchased the Perrine claim, and the 
m f' n he h ad brought upon tbe land to make pro6fs for the railroads. 
That he has attended, as a member, meetings of an organization of settlers upon 
the eo-called Perrine grant, known as the "8quatters' Union." That the recognized 
office rs were William l:<'uzzard, president, and Charles Seibold, secretary. All the 
then settlers were members and attended its meetings on the porch of the residence 
of John Addison, near the landing upon the Biscayne Bay shore of said grant. 
These w ere in the nature of mass meetings, with officers prnsent, for general dis-
cussion . The organization was created for mutual aid in opening the grant to 
homestead entry; the Perrines having slept so long upon their rights to the claim 
no one regarded them other than as a name and an impediment t,o homesteads from 
United States. 
That this union instructed Dr. Cutler to engage attorneys and do all possible to 
see t he grant forfeited a!.!.d our titles perfected. Attorneys were so employed. A 
case in behalf of the settlers must be on tile in the Department of the Interior. 
Th at the general belief of the settlers claiming homesteads south, west, and 
north of bay shore is that they have been sold out by the bay front town lot settlers 
to the P errin es and railroads, and that the United States Government will give them 
away with the land. 
That J. E. Ingraham, land commissioner of Florida East Coast Railway, informed 
me that the Perrines would get the 1arger portion of the land-bispeople very little. 
He said h ad he known what trouble they would have in the matter they would 
never h ave bought the claim. 
That from the older settlers I learned that the Perrines were willing to take a 
small por tion of the township for their claim, or 25 cents an acre. 
That there is and always has been, so far as I could see and hear, an ·almost uni-
versal objection by citi7,ens of Dade County, and others in possession of the facts, 
against confirmation of an unearned, conditional grant by the United States Gov-
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ernment to nonresident claimants, instead of giving to each actual settler there 
upon the land his homestead of 160 acres of land. . 
That embraced within said grant there is acreage enough to !srye the shore-front 
settlers their land for division into town lots and small farms of rich garden lands, 
the bona :fide settlers on poor back land 160 acres eachJ and confirm a large balance 
for the Perrines and railroads to hold for speculation. 
EDWARD I. ROBINSON. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 23d of January, 1897. 
D. EAGAN, United States Commissioner. 
STATE OJ!' FLORIDA, County of Duval, ss: 
On this day personally appeared before me Edward I. Robinson, who, b~ing dul_r 
sworn, on oath declares that he is over the age of 2l. years. That be claims resi-
dence upon the thirty-six sections known as the Perrine grant, county of Dade, 
and State aforesaid. 'l'hat be is in possession of and improving 160 acres of said 
grant. That one John Addison has constantly resided on sec. 26, T. 55 S., R. 40 
E, in adven;e possession to the Perrines for thirty years until the first quarter of 
1896. ow, his improvements are claimed to be adverse to the United States for the 
railroad, doing business within said State as the Florida East Coast Railway, and 
Perriues. That your affiant is in possession of and is improving the northwest 
quarter of said section, towuship, and range. That your affiant holds said quarter 
section for the United States Government until such time as said Government shall 
declare said Perrine claim forfeited for nonperformance of conditions. 
That he knows of his own knowledge that none of the Perrine heirs reside upon 
said 36 ectiou , or any of them. That the Florida East Coast Railway claims to 
own said Perrine grant. That one J.E. Ingraham, on behalf of said railroad, pre-
sented a paper purporting to be a contract regarding the 36 sections of United 
tates laud aforesaid. That there was no consideration in said paper; and it was 
then and there stated to your affiant by said Ingraham that the canal as proposed 
to l>e built by said railroad was completed. 
That afterwards, with twelve others, your affiant refused to make proofs for said 
railroa<l. or the Perriues; and proved to one McKinley, attorney for said Ingraham, 
that material statements had been made to the settlers by said Ingraham with 
knowledge of their falsity with intent that said settlers should be deceived aud act 
upon such false statements, and that sai<l. settlers did act relying upon said state-
m nts, and suffered material injury in their holdings upon United States land. 
That aid McKinley a_nd one Richmond, residing on said grant, in behalf of said 
railroad and said Perrine heirs did then threaten an<l. further annoy said settlers, 
autl hav ince annoyed and threatened said settlers in order to force said settlers to 
make proof for said'Perrines or said railroad. 
That of the new men brought upon said grant to make proofs for said railroa<l 
there are but a small number who have made such settlement as would have entitled 
them to bold a section of land under the terms of the ancient grant to Perrine. 
That nine back sett] r will in no way recognize the authority of said railroad 
and its agent8 upon said United tates land; and will resist the entry of any person 
other than a dnly authorized aO'ent of aid United States Government. 
That the settler recognizing but the United States authority upon said grant 
are: John\ . Roberts, James A. mith, J. F. Robert, Sarah M. Roberts, Ephraham 
W. ' ig bee, GeorO'e H. Mebrincr, Robert 0. windal, E. I. Robinson, and Annie R. 
Woodward. That there are other settlers who would freely refuse to recognize 
railroad or Perrine authority if they could be freed from the pressure of said 
railroad authority. 
That our affiant wears that he has suffered persecution and annoyance by hold-
in~ hi i6 acre of nited tates land and refusing to recognize said authority of 
s:ud railroad. 
EDWARD I. ROBIN O .. •. 
worn to and subscribed before me this 30th day of January, A. D. 1897. 
[ EAL.] WM. H. HARWICK, rotary Public. 
STATE LORIDA, County of Dade, 88: 
n a. d b for me arah M. Robert , Jame 
John b . ing Rob rt 0. windel ancl Epbraha 
in h declare that one J.E. am, bi 
ve d tat la it t ions k 
r n Fla., and h ci e of ow11 
a th actual ther d by 
r f ir bom s a ing d to th ir 
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children have forced many of said actmtl settlers to sign what was represented to 
them by' said Ingraham as a binding contract upon said Ingraham and his employers 
and alleged owner of said sections, the Florida East Coast Railway and the Florida. 
Central and Peninsular Railroad. 
That said Ingraham promised verbally to do certain acts fo order to prevent 
trouble, and influence the settlers to make proof of settlement freely in his interest, 
but b as so far failed to keep such promises. 
That fourteen settlers (among them some of the oldest) appeared before the attorney 
eent h ere by the said Ingraham to make said proofs and protested against the rail-
roads and Perrine heirs depriving them of their homes under color of carrying out 
an ancient and obsolete claim upon United States land. 
That they were told by saitl attorney that he was sorry to see them lose their land 
by not signing his proofs. Said attorney had to admit that Mr. Ingraham had lied 
to the settlers; that the contracts were not binding, and that they (the settlers) 
would have to trust said Ingraham for the verbal promises for the future as neither 
president of the railroads would bind said railroads in writing to the settlers; that 
the settlers could not have a bond for deeds to their land from said presidents to be 
executed if the land was given to tho Perrines by the United States Government; 
that the settlers could not have a bond that the improvements promised in future 
would be made. These proposed improvements included a canal, a wharf, a town, etc. 
That these affiants refused to make proofs, and have been persecuted by said 
agents and servants upon said United States land. 
ThM we protest against the continued presence of these railroad agents upon this 
United States land, and demand their 1·emoval for the reason that they enter our 
lands belonging to the United States and continue to commit trespasses thereon, and 
conspire to remove us and obtain title without an equivalent. 
That said railroads have brought men upon said section to make proofs, who 
have declared their intention of not remaining here longer than required to make the 
necessary proofs, and t-hen they propose to dispose of the 40 acres the railroads ,-vill 
allow them to keep, under contract, out of each 160, or section, proved up for said 
railroads. 
That many of the trees planted but a few days previous · to the entry of many of 
the imported railroad settlers and their attempted proofs will not live, and those 
alive, being upon very poor land and receiving very little or no attention, will be of 
no value to anyone before their final death. 
That said railroads tihow by the fraudulent nature of their acts as a whole that 
they have lost sight of everything but one objeut-to deprive the settlers and the 
Unite<l States Government of the land in question. 
That the railroads have attempterl to give twice as much lancl to some of the 
settlers as to others in bidding higher for the better land. The settlers located on 
poorer land, being poorer, must have more land in order to keep themselves, their 
wives, and children from suffering. 
Tl.lat your affiants are put in fear of the railroads and their unscrupulous agents 
arn1 servants. 
That the so-called inspections made by S. H. Richmond and George McDonald, 
servants of said raHroads, were not properly or carefully made, but done to conserve 
the interests of their masters. 
That if a Governrnent inspector authorized to take depositions of settlers and 
thoroughly honest should come down. here he would be kept busy a long time 
investigating injuries to the settlers and frauds against the Government. 
That nothing in the tree or plant line of proved utility in this country or actual 
importance, if introduced here to commerce, has been furnished said settlers by saicl 
railroads, but it is done as a formality; but euough were not distribut,ed to enable 
them to be of value if they should live and thrive. 
That it has been represented to us by said agents of said railroads that they are 
not in a position to derive much, if any, advantage from their connection with said 
heirs of Perrine. Therefore, we ask our Go,ernment to so arrange with said rail-
roads, the owners of said Perrine claim, that we may deal direct with said Govern-
ment and be freed from trespass by said railroads and fear of molestation and 
eviction by said railroads, 
SARAH M. ROBERTS. 
JAMES A. SMITH. 
JOHN F. RonEHTS. 
GEORGE H. MEHRING. 
ROBT. ·O. SWINDEL. 
EwD. I. RomNSON. 
EPHRAHAM: w. SIGSBEE. 
ANNJE R. WOODWARD. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 18th day of December, A. D. 1896. 
[SEAL.J E. 1. ROBINSON, 
Notary Public, State of .F'lorida. 
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STATE OF FLORIDA, County of Duval, 88: 
On this day personally appeared before me Ed':"ard I. _Robi~son, who, ~eing duly 
sworn. on oath declares that the statements made m the foregorng affidavit are true, 
to tlie l.>est of his knowledge and belief. 
Wituess my h:md and seal this 1st day of January, A. D. 1897. 
[SEAL.] THOMAS JACKSON, 
Notary Public, State of Florida. 
STATE OF FLORIDA, County of Dui·al, 88: 
On this day personally appeared before me Ann_ie R. Wood~ard, who, ~eing duly 
sworn on oath declares that the statements made 1n the foregomg affidavit are true, 
to the'best of her knowledge and belief. 
Witness my hand and seal this 1st day of January, A. D.1897. 
[SEAL.] E. I. ROBINSON, 
Notm·y Public, State of Florida. 
STA TE OF FLORIDA, Coimty of Duval, 88: 
On this day personally appeared before me E. I. Robinson, who, u,eing duly sworn, 
on oath declares that the foregoing is a true copy of an affidavit mailed to Senator 
Wilkinson Call at Washington, D. C. 
Witness my hand and seal this 1st day of January, A. D.1897. 
[SEAL.] THOMAS JACKSON, Notary Public. 
STATE OF FLORIDA, County of Dade, ss: 
Charles F. Seibold, being duly sworn, deposes and says as follows, viz: 
I llave b en a resident of this county and State for twenty-four years; that state-
ments made in a certain report to the Secretary of the Interior, dated March 15, 1887, 
by ·. M. tockslager, assistant commissioner, General Land Office, are incorrect, and 
tliat I wa not at that tin1e residing on the tract of land known as the Perrine grant, 
and further, that I have never stated that I was placed upon this grant as a settler 
by the heirs of Dr. Perrine; that all of the other persons mentioned in said report 
are well known to me, aud that of all these John A. Addison was tbe only settler 
upon sec. 26, T. 55 S., R. 40 E. a,t the time Henr_y E. Perrine made his unsuccessful 
attempt to put settlers on tbe grant. 
That all of the other persons mentioned in the said report, with the exception of 
J ohn A. Addison, were simply squatted in tents and palmetto huts upon the same 
section with said Addison, and using his clearings, etc.; that three of these persons, 
viz, William Mettaur, Charles chmidt, and Pablo Alayon, were laborers, living on sec-
tion 26 simply for employment; that Calvin B. De Malmedy and T. O'Callaban lived 
on same section (26) ; tha,t aJl of tllese persous came of their own volition and not 
under ao-reement with the heirs of Dr. Perrine; that none of these parties mentioned, 
excepting .J ohu A. Addison, are now living on the grant, and that none of them ever 
livecl on sections 23 or 27, 'l'. 55 S., R. 40 E., as represented in said report, and that 
sine~ I have been a resident in Dade County no settlers have b'een placed upon said 
sectious by the heirs of Dr. Perrine. · 
CHARLES F. SEIBOLD. 
, worn to and subscribed at Cocoanutgrove, Dade County, Fla., this 19th day of 
NoYember, 1895. 
\ itne my hand and official s al. 
[ EAL.] 
TATE. OF J:"'LOlUDA, ounty of Dade: 
J. W. EWAN, 
Notary Public, State of Florida, at Large. 
n tbi day p r on ally appeared before me Ephriam Si gs bee, who, being duly sworn 
on oath cl clar that be r sides upon the 36 sections in said county and tate known 
a the' errine o-rant." That he is over the age of 21 years. That he has never een 
an ~· of the Perrine heir re iding upon said grant. That he does not know of any 
s ttler now upon tLe grant who claim d to hold for the Perrin es or to represent them 
ther prior to to the omino- of J. E. Ingraham and . H. Richmond. That th. back 
se ti n of tho "Perrine grant" are iu muuy cases eparated for a large portion. of 
tll _y ar by urfa e water from th bore lantliuo- at Bi cayne Bay. That he w1th 
'11•i th and oth r have in pected the back ettleruent and find that 16 of tlle _e back 
·t ic II hav apparently d sel'ted, and mo t of their hou e are incomplete, with b~t 
fi w door hnttl•r anu wells. orne pla ha e no to l or any edcleuc that th Jr 
owner bad any further use for thE'm. Tlla. mo t of their tree are dying for want of 
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work and care. 'rhere is no grub in most of their houses, and some have no cooking 
utensils. Everything goes to show that they were mere hirelings by.the railroad, and 
they did not make improvements for their own benefit. 
E. M. SIGSBEE, 
Sworn to and subscribed before me at Cocoanutgrove this 20th day of February, 
. J. W. EWAN, 
A. D. 1897. 
[SEAL,] 
United States Commissioner, Soiithern District of Plorida. 
STATE Ol!' FLORIDA/ Coiinty of Dade, ss: 
Before the subscriber, a notary public for State of Florida at large, comes Wil1iam 
M. Mettair, to me well known as a credible person, who, being duly sworn, deposes 
and says: 
l' have been a resident of this county and State for twenty-five years. During t,he 
year 1886 l lived on sec. 26, T. 55 S., R. 40 E., of the Perrine grant, in a house belong-
ing to John A. Addison. I lived there simply for employment, and I have never lived 
on any other pa.rt of the grant, neither have I ever been in any way a settler for the 
Perrine heirs or their associates; that John A. Addison, Charles F. Seibold, Charles 
Schmidt, Pablo Alayon, T. O'Callahan, Calvin B. De Malmedy, or Martin Benson 
never lived on sections 23 or 27 of said grant. 
Witnesses to. signature: 
CHAS. L. TYLER, 
UHAS. JORDAN. 
STATE OF :FLORIDA, County of Dade, ss: 
WILLIAM M. METTAIR, [SEAL.] 
Sworn and subscribed to before me this 19th day. of November, A. D. 1805, at 
Lemon City. 
[SEAL.] CHAS. L. TYLER, 
Nota1·y Public State at Large. 
STATE OF FLORIDA, County of Dade, ss: 
Before the subscriber, a notary public for the State of Florida at large, comes 
William Fnzzard, to me well known as a credible person, being duly sworn deposes 
and says that he has lived in this State and county for twelve years; that be has 
been a settler on the NE. t of sec. 26, T. 55 S. R., 40 E., of the Perrine grant, nine 
years; that at the first of his settlement he wrote to the Perrine heirs making a 
proposition by which he might take up his cla.im without their ill will; tlrn.t they 
positive!~· refused to deal with him; that be was well s::i,tisfied that they had not 
complied with the conclitionsrequired by which they might acquire this or any other 
section of the Perrine grant, having first secured a copy of the conditions from the 
Land Department, and having investigated the affair from the date the grant was 
made by a general interview with the oldest residents of the location, as will be 
shown by the affidavit of one David Pent, who was acquainted with the Perrine 
family from the time they lived on Indian Key, and was acquainted with their doings 
up to the time of his affiuavit; that there was not at that till1e and that there has never 
been since that time anything to show that they have complied with the law in part 
or whole, unless it be by gross misrepresentation, therefore he could see no reason 
why he Rhould not occupy his selection on the grant; that he is well acqua.inted with 
the persons represented as being settlers for the Perrine heirs in the report dated 
March 15, 1887, by the Assistant Commissioner to the Secretary of the Interior, and 
that not one of these persons ever lived on section 23 or 27; that his work here for 
the past twelv-e years has done very much for the development and good of the loca-
tion, for which be only wants a homesteader's claim, while the Perrine heirs are try-
ing to secure auout 23,000 acres of land for having done simply nothing. 
Witnesses to signature: 
CHAS. L. TYLER. 
J. W. SPINEZ, 
STATE OF FLORIDA, County of Dade, 88: 
WILLIAM FUZZARD. [SEAL.] 
Sworn and sul,scril>od to before me this 20th day of November, A. D. 1895, at Lemon 
City. 
[SEAL,] CHAS. L. TYLER, 
Notary P1iblio State at Large. 
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STATE OF FLORIDA, County of Dade, 88: 
Before the subscriber, a notary public for the State of Florida at large, comes 
John A. Ad<lison, t o me well known as a credible person, being duly sworn deposes 
and says : First, that I have been a resi<leut of thi~ c~unty and State for _thirty ye~r~. 
I settled upon the SE. t of sec. 26, 'I'. 5C S., R. 40 E., m the year 1865, without soh~1-
tation from or agreement with heirs of Dr. Perrine or associates. That certam 
statements made in a report to the Secretary of Interior, dated March 15, 1887, by 
S. M. Stockslager, assistant commissioner Genera.I Land Office, are incorrect, viz: 
I have never made affidavit that I am a settler for the Perrine heirs. I took up my 
claim independent of them and have held it so e ver since my first settlement. 
That John A. Addison, Charles F. Seibold, William M. Mettam, Charles Schmidt, 
Pablo Alayon, 'I'. O'Callahan, Calvin B. De Malmecly, or Martin Benson, never Iiv:ed 
on sections 23 or 27 of said Perrine grant; that in hunting for game over the entire 
grant for the past thirty years I h:1Ve never found any sisal hemp or other tropical 
plants, excepting on section 26, and to the best of my knowledge and belief these 
plan.ts were put here by an independent settler by the name of Duke. 
JOHN ADDISON. 
Sworn to and subscribed at Cocoanut Grove, Dade County, Fla., this 19th day of 
November A. D. lb95. Witness my hand and official seal. 
[SEAL.] J. W. EWAN, 
Nota1·y Public State of Florida at Large. 
OFFICE OF UNITED STATES COMMISSIONER, 
STATE OF FLORIDA, County of Dade, 88: 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORU>A. 
On this day personally appeared before me J ames A. Smith, who, being duly sworn, 
on oath declares that he is a citizen of the United States and of the State and county 
afore aid, and is over the age of 21 years. 
That be holds and improves 160 acres, awaiting action of the United States Gov-
erum nt for the relief of settlers upon the Perrine grant. . 
That he has been constantly residing upon said grant for one and two-thirds years, 
to wit, upon E. ¾ of W. ¼ and E. ½ of SW.¼ of NW.¾, and SW.t of SW. t of NE.t 
and \y. ¾ of SE. t of SE . . ¼, se?. 27, T. 55 S., R. 40 E .. , containing 80 acres,. more or 
les , bemg the port10u of his claim of 160 acres embracmg his most valuable improve-
ments, an<l which he asks the United States to protect for him in case said Govern-
ment bonld confirm said Perrine grant. 
That he know J.E. Ingraham, and with W. G. Stepens, J. T. Roberts, J. W. Rob-
rts, and others, met said Ingraham npon his visit t o said grant. That said Ingraham 
made fals statements and promises to your affiant, to wit that the Flori<la Ea~t 
Cou t Railway would build a wharf opposite Addison's, on the bay for the transpor-
tation of our produce. ' 
That said Ingraham promised, for the Florida Ea.st Coast Railway to dig a canal 
in order to drain the nearby prairie on sai<l grant, and also to construct a levee to 
ke p evero-lade water from the land. That your affiant was in<lncell t o sign said 
paper for said railroad by the promises and threats made by said Iuirraham. That 
he was, and is, in great fear of lo ing his home and valuable impro :ementi,; by the 
illegal acts and statement of said railroad. 
J,urns A. SMITH. 
,,;•om to and ubscribecl before me this 29th day of January, A. D. 1897. 
[ EAL.] J. W. Ew AN, 
nited tates Comrni88ioner, Southern District of Florida. 
TA.TE OF FLORIDA, County of Dade, BB: 
Before the uh crib r, a notary public for the tate of Florida at large, com 
'harl ·hmidt to me w 11 known a a credible person, who being duly sworn 
d po c and a · : I base been a r ic1eut f thi county and tate t n year ; that I 
lived on ec. 26, T. 55 . . 40 E., of the Perrin grant; that I lived th r imply for 
employment and I ha Ye n v r liv cl on any oth r part of aid grant, neither haY . I 
v r b n in an. way a ttler for the Perrin h ir · that at the time I liv don id 
grant I wa a minor and not a citizen of the uited tate . 
itne e to i!!tlature : 
llA . L. '1 YLER. 
HA. J P.DA1 , 
CHARLE CIDHDT. [ 
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STATE OF FLORIDA, County of Dade, ss: 
Sworn to aml subscribed to before me this HJth day of November, A. D. 1895, at 
Lemon City. 
[SEAL.J CHAS. L. TYLER, 
Notary Public, Siate at Large. 
I, Dad Pent, living upon Biscayne Bay, at Cocoanutgrove, county of Dade, State 
of Florida, of lawful age to testify, being duly sworn, do on oath depose and say: 
That I have always resided upon this bay, in close proximity to the so-called Perrine 
grant; that at the time of Dr. Perrine's death, at Indian Key, I was 15 years old. I 
often visited the hunting grounds, both prior to and after the massacre at Indian 
Key. I personally know all the parties residing there for several years before the 
massacre, and never was aware that Dr. Perrine ever visited any part of the grant; 
think I should have known it were he at any time there. At the time of Dr. Per-
rine's death there were two families living upon the grant, wit4 a view of preempting 
or settling thereon. Their names were Dukes and DeBoise. I was well acquainted 
with Dr. Perrine, meeting him at Indian Key. where he lived. At one time I carried 
both him and his daughter in my boat from Indian Key to Key Vacus, and I never 
beard him say he had at any time visited the grant. 
I personally know that Dr. Perrine never planted any fruit, hemp, or other trees 
upon the grant. Any such growing there at that time or since were planted by others. 
Dr. Perrine never built any walls or other improvements upon the grant, and never 
made an effort of any kind to settle the grant. He resided permanently, with many 
other families, upon Indian Key, 75 miles away from the grant, and was not in com-
munication with the mainland. Some thirty years after his death, and some eleven 
years ago, a son made an attempt there, built a small log hut, resided in it about 
eleven months. Said be did it at the earnest solicitation of his sister, Mrs. Walker. 
While be was there I did some work for him; in fact all that was done in the way of 
improvements was work of mine. vVe planted a few vegetables and set out four 
cocoanut trees, also built a crude landing for boats, which was carried away by 
the sea after a few months. After living in his hut a short time be left the parts, 
thoroughly satisfied that he could not comply with the terms of the grant. 
The testimony given 1,y Mrs. Walker that Dr. Perrine or his heirs either landed or 
attempted to land or locate upon these lands thirty-six families from Bahama is 
entirely false, for neither Dr. Perrine nor his heirs ever located one single family 
upon these lands. 
I have no interest whatever in this subject-matter other than good will toward the 
actual settlers. My family are the only persons living in this vicinity who lived 
here prior to Dr. Perrine's death and are able to testify irom memory as to these facts. 
DA YID PENT. 
I do hereby solemnly swear that the above is a true copy of an affidavit signed and 
acknowledged by Dad Pent before Henry T. Priest, clerk of circuit court of Dade 
County, Fla., in March, 1888. A copy of said acknowledgment js omitted, through 
neglect of party when copying the original; that the affidavit, ofwhid1 the above is 
a true copy, was filed with the Senate Committee on Public Lands by Henry B. 
Lovering, April, 1888. 
WILLIAM Ft'ZZARD. 
STATE OF FLORIDA, Dade County: 
Sworn to and subscribed before me, a notary public in and for Dade County and 
State of Florida, this 10th clay of Dec,ember, 1895. 
[SEAL.] CHARLES PEACOCK, Notary Public. 
I, William C. Cutler, of the city of Chelsea, county of Suffolk and 8tate of Mas-
sachusetts, of lawful age to testify, being duly sworn, do on oa.th depose antl say: 
Th:it I am well acquainted with the tract of land sometimes called the Perrine 
grant, situated upon Biscayne Bay, southern Florida. 
That I am owner of land bordering upon the same. I have for several years spent 
much time in that locality and have become familiar with the facts connected with 
said grant and with the land that was mcluded therein, and I am unable to find any 
evidence, from conversation with all the residents who are now living in the vicinity, 
that Dr. Perrine ever visited the so-called Perrine grant. From all I can learn, the 
grant was located by an agent, he never being for a moment upon any part of it. 
It is a well-known fact, and substantiated by the only living witness upon the bay, 
that Dr. Perrine never, by himself or any agent, made any settlement or in any way 
improved or endeavored to improve the grunt or any part of it. 
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At the time said Perrine was killed by the Indians, about 1840, at Indian Key, 
seven Ly-five (75) mileR from said grant, he had done nothing w_hate':er in relatio°: to 
said grant excep~ to o?tain it fr_om the Gov~rnment, nor had his r~s1_dence at_ Indian 
Key any connect10n with or reference to said grant. He was res1d11:ig at said K~y, 
with many other families, permanently, and not by reason of '.1-ll.\'thmg c_on;'erm~g 
said o-rant. It is further susceptible of clearest proof that sa.id Dr. Perrme s heirs 
nevet made any improvements upon said grant excepi, to build a log house 12 x 15 
feet thereon thirty years after the expiration of the time given by the grant for 
making the stipulated improvements, and this was done by a son who resided there 
jnst 11 months. 
Neither said Perrine or his heirs ever cleared so inuch as one-fourth of an acre of 
said grant; nor is there a tree, shrub, or plant growing on said grant that was 
pla.nted uy sai<l Perrine or his heirs. . 
I have been informed that it is now being claimed that said Perrine planted sisal 
hemp upon said grant, thus introducing it into that portion of Florida. If so, it is 
a gross attempt to impose upon the Government, because sisal hemp had long before 
the date of said gra11t gr.own in that vicinity and upon the land included in said 
grant. 
TIJat valuable improvements have been made upon portions of said grant is true, 
but they have been made under the following circmnstances and by the persons to 
be named: 
Twenty-four years ago .John A. Addison settled upon section 26 of said grant. He 
is now an old man ·of seventy, and bas spent the best part of his life clearing and 
improving said section 26, which constitutes his sole property. He was not settled 
upon aid section under the Perrine grant, but entered upon the land, believing it to 
b long solely to the Government. Said Addison has expended the better portion of 
hi life ]earing and improving said section 26, and it con~titutes his entire earthly 
possession and property, and to dispossess him of it would be to turn him out in bis 
old ag~ a bego-ar and pauper, stripped of the fruits of all bis toil. 
William Fuzzard, another settler upon said section 26, has done much toward 
developing the same, and bis and said Addison's jmprovements have a value greater 
tban t,bat of the whole grant aside from their said improvements; and it is because 
of the value of these two settlers' improvements that the heirs of said Perrine are 
now making an effort to have this portion of the grant confirmed to them, for both 
Adc1ison and Fnzzard have asked said heirs, if in case said grant was confirmed to 
th m: wonlcl they allow aitl settlers, Addison and Fuzzard, to retain peaceable pos-
session of their holdings. To these requests they are unable to secnre any terms 
whatever, and they are forced to tbe conclusion tl1at they will, in tlrn event of a con-
iirmafaon of the grant or any portion of it, be dispossessed forthwith of their claims, 
thu bowing that said Perrine's heirs care nothing for said ()'rant as such, but for 
th fruit of the toils of these two settlers. 
0 
My improvements npon l and adjoining this grant, consisting of a clearing of one 
hun<lred acres planted with one ·h11nllre<l thousand pineapple plants, one thou<,and 
cocoanut tr es, five hnnclrecl orange ancl other fruit trees, toO'ether with buildings, 
mill , etc., costina- some $15,000, being the only isteam mill ~outh of Lake Worth, 
have giv 11 value to all land in that immediate vicinity, particularly this so-called 
Perrine grant, and it is the general impression, and I think susceptible of proof, 
that these heirs are now making an effort to enrich themselves upon the fruits of 
the enterpri e of other people, and it remains to be seen whether the United States 
GoY rnmcnt will be a party to tbi. injustice. 
It is a further fact, snsceptiule of the cleare t proof by those having local knowl-
dg-1· of the facts, that n ither said Perrine or his heirs ever placed a settler upon 
ai<l grant, nor did he or hi heirs ever land a sino-le family or any familie from the 
Bahama on aid grant, or any families from any other place. In carrying out 
th improvem nt upon my acljacent estate I have at times employed people fr?m 
tbe Bahamas. and the e people hav occasiouall_y uuilt their bnts upon the Perrrne 
grant but tbey eldom r main in 1"1orida more than six month , returning thence to 
th ir horn at the Bahamas; and the e people thus temporarily sqnattin 17 and h1!t-
ting upon ai<l land included in aid grant have been claimed. by said Perrine beir 
a •ttler tahli bed uy them on aid grant; and one of these Bahama p ople 
foform d m th t be had been offered bv an a(7ent of tile Perrine heir twenty acr 
of land if he would give an affidavit that he wa tabli bed a a s ttler on aid 
grant by th P rria b ir , whil in fa t there i not now one ingle settler upon th 
grant xc pt aid Ad,li on ancl .Fuzzard. . 
I baY no int r t, eitb r dir ct or i~clirect, in ·aid P rrin grant o~ in th I;!?hf• 
of . ttkr ther on excep uch a ympathy wonld natural1 excit m fayor 0_t JD n 
wh ,. li£ earning ar in clang r of h in w pt away by mi.-repre nt tiou 
gratify undu rrr d and cupidity my d ir b ing that th ju t rio-bt of bon 
s ttl1•1 b re p ct cl and that th r h prot c·t cl aa-, in t tb fa! tatern 11 · 
partil· who, to sub erv th ir own avaric , would rol, the e men of th ir hom · 
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I desire further to state ·that I have no choice or desire as t~ whether the Perrine 
heirs do or <lo not have said grant confirmed to them, other than that these actual 
settleTs should be amply protected; and tha,t I know that said heirs have in fact no 
just claim to said grant; and that the attempt to connect the death of said Perrine 
with said grant iu any way or manner is the plainest humbug; and the pretense 
that there was ever an honest effort made to comply with the conditfons of said grant 
i~ an attempted fraud. Until recently every person cognizant of the facts believed 
that said tract would revert to the public domain and would be open to settlement 
like all public lands, and that it was perfectly safe for sett.lers to locate thereon and 
improve their holdings, and this was the reason why said Addison and Fuzzard did so 
settle and make homes for themselves . If there is any intention of confirming said 
grant a proper commission should be instituted to ascertain the facts, in order that 
monstrous injustice be not done to said settlers, who, ae. before stated, would receive 
no consideration or mercy at the hands of those who are striving by means of said 
grant to rob them of their sole means of support. 
In the month of April, 1888, I appeared before the Senate Committee on Public 
Lands in the interests of certain settlers on the so-called Perrine grant in FloridfL. 
At the close of that hearing, at the request of the chairman, Hon. P. B. Plumb, I 
filed with the committee affidavits bearing upon the question, duly executed and 
acknowledged, from Dad Pent and William C. Cutler. 
I do hereby solemnly swear that the foregoing copy of an affidavit, which was 
signed by vYilliam C. Cutler, is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, identical 
with the one filed by me with that committee. · 
HENRY B, LOVERING, 
CIRCUIT COURT UNITED STATES, Massachusetts District, Boston: 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 30th day of November, A. D. 1895. 
[SEAL.] ALEX, H. TROWBRIDGE, 
Clerk United States Circuit Court, Massachusetts District. 
COUMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS, Suffolk, ss: 
There personally appeared the subscriber, William C. Cutler, and made oath that 
the foregoing instrument is an exact copy of the affidavit made by him in the year 
1888, in or before April in the said year 1888, and filed by Hon. Henry B. Lornring 
with the Senate Committee on Public Lands in April, 1888, and also makes solemn 
oath to the truth of the sLatements as herein set forth. 
WILLIAM C. CUTLER. 
Before me this 2d day of December, A. D. 1895. 
[SEAL.] . WILLIAM M. JEWETT, Notary Public. 
STATE OF FLORIDA, County of Dade: 
On this day personally appeared before me John F. Roberts, who, befog duly sworn, 
o'n. oath declares that his home is upon section 27, township 55 S., R. 40 B,"within what 
is called the Perrine graut, county and State aforesaid; that bis age is thirty-one years; 
that for three and a half he has lived upon the Perrine grant, county and State afore-
said; that he has never seen any of.the Perrine heirs residing upon said grant; that 
he does not know of any settlers now upon the grant who claimed to hold for tbe 
Perrines or to represent them there prior to the coming of J. E. Ingraham an<l S. H. 
Richmond. There were fifty-odd settlers fighting the Perrines up to that time, none 
for them-not one. That the back sections of the Perrine grant are in many cases 
separated for a large portion of the year by surface water from the shore landings 
at Biscayne Ba,y; that he with bis father, John W. Roberts, J. A. Smith, and G. W. 
Stephens were builcliug a long and bjgh-banked causeway for the neighborhood 
road to the shore landing, where J.E. Ingraham came upon the grant in behalf of 
the railroad and the Perrines and promised to drain the prairies so they could be 
cultivated and driven over at all times in the year. Mr. Ingraham further promised 
for the East Coast Railway Company to build a public wharf and road, all of this to 
be done by last fall, none of which has been done. That the new men who made 
proofs on tho back sections for the Perrines by girdling a few trees and building pole 
camp are away, with the exception of seven or eight. 
JOHN F. ROBERTS. 
Snbscribed and sworn to before me at Cocoanutgrove, Dade County, Florida, this 
20th day of February, A. D. 1897. 
Witness my hand and official seal. 
[SEAL.] J. W. EWAN, 
United States Commissioner, Southern District of Florida, 
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COUNTY OF MONROE, State of Florida, 88.: 
Know all men by these presents, the undersigned subscriber deposes and says th~t 
she is a resident of Key West, FJa. That she is sixty-nine years of age. Tha~ m 
UH4 she went with her father, Mr. Reason Duke, to live at the so-called huntrng 
grounds, the same place selected as the Perrine grant in 1838. That when they 
landed they did not find a stone turned, a well or any sign whatever of there ever 
having been a previous white settler. That her father built a honse, cleared land, 
raised quantities of vegetables, and built vessels until 1847, when her father was for~ed 
to leave the place on account of Indians. That her father planted the only sisal 
h emp she ever saw growing anywhere on the Perrine grant. T bat the statement 
made that the Tropical Plant Co., or any person connected with Doctor Perrine, 
plHnted sisal hemp on every section of the Perrine grant she believes to be a gross 
misrepresentation. That the claim made by the Perrine heirs that 36 families were 
brought from the Bahamas and were frightened away by the Indians she believes 
to be a gross misrepresentation. That her father and her husband were captains of 
their vessels which frequently sailed in the vicinity of Perrine grant several years 
previons to her living on the so-called Parine grant, and that if such an event as 36 
families coming from the Bahamas had happened she would know it. That during 
her forty-eight years' residence in Key ,vest, after having left their home on the 
Perrine grant, she never heard the event of 36 families coming from the Bahamas to 
tho Perrine grant mentioned by any of the oldest settlers. That her father, Reason 
Dnke, made his settlement on the lands known as the Perrine grant independent 
of Doctor Perrine or his associates. That from all information received the Indians 
never gave the settlers on Biscayne Ba.y any trouble after 1860. 
DRUSILLA G. WILLIAMS. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me this the 16th day of Jan'y, 1896. 
WM. T. ARCHER, Nota,ry Public. 
STATE OF FLORIDA, County of Dade, 88: 
Before me, a notary public for State at large, comes Azariah Pinder, known by me 
to be an honorable man, being duly sworn, deposes and says that he is 63 years of 
age; that he bas been a resident of Florida for 46 years, and a settler on the Perrine 
grant since May, 1892; that since 1851 he has been a sailor on small crafts along this 
sh<_>re, frequently visiting Biscayne Bay, and that he has been familiar with all the 
do_mgs here from the year 1851, when, as a sailor, he carried soldiers to Miami, on 
this bay. He states that he also carried the mail from Key West to Miami in 1851, 
and wa ac~uainted with the old settlers at Miami, and the first settler on the so-
called Perrme grant after the Indian war, whose name is John A. Addison; that the 
Indian troubled no one here after 1 57; that to the best of his knowledo-e and belief 
Doctor Perrine never made an attempt to place settlers upon the grant previous to 
the Indian war, as is repr sented by his heirs in their statement that 36 families 
were brought from the Bahamas; that be (Pinder) lived on Indian Key during the 
late civil war, and that he had often heard the story of the Perrine affair by old 
aptain Bethel, of Indian Key, who stated that Perrine had never seen the Perrine 
grant or placed a settler there; that he is familiar with the feeble attempt of Henry 
Perrin to make se1'tlement on the grant about 1877; that hiR son sailed fo the vessel 
that brought Mr. Perrine h re; that Mr. Perrine stay d here only two months, then 
returned Torth, topping at hi (Pinder' ) home ·on his wav to Key West; that Mr. 
Perrine told him it was impo ible to settle t,he grant, and' that be had given it up 
in di go, t. 
That this is the only effort made by the Perrine heirs to settle the Perrine grant 
sine th Indian war and up to the present time; that Mr. Perrine found Mr. Addi-
son an ind pendent settler on the grant when be came here, and that be left him as 
uch wh n he left; that the stat ment made that the Perrine had sisal hemp 
p1ante?- on ev ry section of the grant, he (Pinder) b lieves to be a gross mi rep_re-
senta.t1on; that he has never seen the hemp on any section but 26 of the Pernne 
grant. 
AZARIAH PINDER. 
worn to and ub cribed before me at Cocoanut Grove this 6th day of December, 
A . . 1 9-, 
[ EAL.] 
TATE OF FLORID ' County of Dade: 
J. W. EWA ~-, 
otary Public, State of Florida at Large. 
n tbi l :p r onall appear db fi r m .John, . Robert who b in duly 
on oath d ]are that hi hom i upon ction 27, town hip 55 sooth, ran 0 
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within what is called the Perrine grant, county and State aforesaid; that his age is 
57 years; that for forty years he has known of, and has often been upon the Perrine 
grant, county and State aforesaid, previous to settlement thereon. 
That there have not been hostile Indians upon said grant for years. 
That he has never seen any of the Perrine heirs residing upon said grant; that he 
does not know any settler now upon the grant who claimed to hold for the Perrines 
or to represent them there prior to the coming of J.E. Ingraham and S. H. Richmond. 
I came here when a boy, with my father. At that time there was no one living on 
the grant previous to that time. 
I used to visit this place often to fill water, and I well know the time that Mr. 
Addison came on the grant, and for the last five years I know that he has worked 
against the Porrines, but now, since Mr. Ingraham, one of the company's agents, has 
promised to give him what land he wants, he talks different. He is all for the 
company now. 
As to the settlers' improvements that was put on the different back sections by 
S. IL Richmond, the railroad companie11' agent, I can't tell you much about, but I 
know that some of them went off after they proYed up, hut now they are coming back. 
I know of a few of them offered to sell out their claims; that the back sections of 
• Perrine grant are, in many cases, separated for a large portion of the year by 
snrface water from the shore landings at Biscayne Bay; that he, with his son, J. F. 
Roberts, and J. A. Smith were building a long and high-banked causeway for the 
neighborhood road to the shore landing, when J.E. Ingraham came upon the grant, 
in behalf of his railroad and the Perrines, and promised to drain the prairies, so 
they could be cultivated and driven over at all times in the year. 
JOHN W. ROBERTS. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me at Cocoanutgrove this 20th day of February, 
A. D. 1897. 
[SEAL.] J. W. EwaN, 
United States Commissioner, Southern District of Florida. 
STATE OF FLORIDA, County of Dade: 
On this day personally appeared before me Sarah M. Roberts, who, being duly 
sworn, on oath declares that she resides upon the thirty-six sections in said county 
and State known as the Perrine grant. 
That she is over the age of twenty-one years. 
That she has never seen any of the Perrine heirs residing upon said grant. That 
she does not know of any settler now upon the grant who claimed to hold for the 
Perrines, or to represent them there prior to the coming of J.E. Ingraham and S. H. 
Richmond. 
That the back sections of the Perrine grant are in many cases separated for a 
large portion of the year by surface water from the shore landings at Biscayne Bay. 
That she does not know how much improvement there has been made on the back 
sections of the grant, but does know that after the back settlers made their attempted 
proofs for the railroad company, left the grant with but a few exceptions. 
SARAH M. ROBERTS. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me at Cocoanutgrove this 20th day of February, 
A. D. 1897. 
J. W. EWAN, 
United States Commissioner, Southern Disfriot of Florida. 
STATE OF FLORIDA, County of Dade: 
On this day personally appeared before me George H. Mehring, who, being duly 
sworn, on oath declares that he resides upon the 36 sections in said county and 
State known as the "Perrine grant." 
That he is over the age of 21 years. 
That he has never seen any of the Perrine heirs residing upon said grant. That 
he does not know of any settler now upon the grant who claimed to hold for the 
Perrines, or to represent them there, prior to the coming of E. J. Ingraham and 
S. H. Richmond. 
That the back sections of the Perrine grant are in many cases separated for a large 
portion of the year by surface water from the shore landings at Biscayne Bay. 
That he, with Smith and others, have inspected the back settlements, and find that 
16 of these back sections have been apparently dese1·ted, and most of their houses 
a.re incomplete, with but few door shutters and wells. Some places have no tools, 
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or any evidence that their owners had anY: further use for them. That most ~f 
their trees am dead, and what are not are clymg for want ?f work l:!'nd care. Th~re 
is no rrrub in most of their houses, and some have no cookrng utensils. Everythrng 
goes t°o show that they were mere hirelings by the railroad, and they did uot ma,ke 
improvement fo r their own b enefit. 
· GEORGE H. MEHRING. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me at Cocoanutgrove this 20th day of February, 
18!)7 . 
[S:EAL.] J. vV. E°WAN, 
United States Cornrnissioner, Southern District of Florida. 
STATE OF FLORIDA, Connty of Dade: 
On this day personally before me appeared James A. Smith, who, being duly sworn, 
on oath declares that h e resides upon 36 sections of said county and State, kuown as 
the "Perrine gra,nt ;" th~Lt be is oYer 21 years of age, and is well acquainted with 
the gr an t and all that bas been done toward settling it, and knows no one now resid- · 
ing upon the grant that claims to be put on by the Perrine's; and that there is no 
evidence of any hostile Indians here for 40 years; and that he has never seen any of 
the Perrine heirs residing upon the grnint; and that the back sections are in many 
cases snrr onnded by water the greater part of the year; and to make it accessible he 
and John F. Roberts and W. G. Stevens were throwing up a road across the marsh 
or prairie when J.B. Ingraham and Sutton and S. H. Richmond came upon tho grant 
in behalf of the Ea.st Coast Railroad and the Perrine heirs, and promised to drain 
the prairie and build wharves and make good roads; and their appearance on the 
grant llas proved a cletrimentiustead of a benefi t to this part of the country, for th ey 
have di ouraged and run some of the old settlers off of good places and put some 
on others where they can't live or make a living, and everything about their claims 
goes to ·how that they never ettled to make a home, but were hired to stay and 
proveup fortb.eraihoad; that be, withMebring and others, haveinspected these :uew 
settler ' places and find sixtflen of these back sections have been apparently deserted, 
and most of hou es are incomplete, and but few door shutters and few wens, and 
some places that have no tools or any evidence that their owner bad any further use 
for them. Most of their trees are dead, and what ain't are dying for want of work 
and care. There is no grub in their houses, and some ha Ye no cooking utensils; some 
are trying to sell out their claims, and when seen no one blames them. 
JAJ\:IES A. SMITH, 
nb c1·ib cl and sworn to before me at Cocoanutgrove, Dade County, Florida, this 
20th cln.y of F bruary, A. D. 1 97. 
Wit.n s my hand and official 1rnal. 
[ EAL.] .J. W . EWAN, 
U11iled States Commissioner, Soutliern District of Flor·ida. 
OFFICE OF NITED TA.TES COl\UUSSIONER, SOU THl1:RN DISTRICT FLOP.IDA. 
STATE OF FLORIDA, County of Dade, SB : 
On thi day per on ally apvear ed before me.John F . Roberts, who, being duly sworn , 
on oath declares that be is a citizen of the nited tates and of the State and 
county afore aid and i over 21 years of age ancl the head of a family. 
That h e hold . and improve 160 acre : awaitiug action of the United tate 
Goverom nt for the relief of settler upon the Perrine grant. 
That be ha been constantly re iding upon ·aid grant for three years, to wit, upo~ 
.i of ... rE,¼of,E. f ,and .· \ . ¼of 'E. t ,andE. t of E . t of W.t,sec.27,T. ifo 
'. R. 4 E,, contain ing O acres more or les , b ing the portion of hi claim o~ 1 'O 
acre embracing bi mo valuable improvement and which he a ks the ·mt ·11 
ta.t e to protect for him in ca aid Government honld confirm aid Perrin gran t. 
That b know J. E . Ingmham, and, with Wm . Rob rt , T . R. Pinder \Ym. :T. 
Donp;b rty, Loving ton I inder, \ . . tepb os Eel ward Pincl r and other m t :rnl 
Ingraham upon b1 vi it to aicl graut. That aid Ingraba.m made fal t a tl•111 e111 ' 
and promi · to yonr affiant, io wit, that they would (tbe Ea t Coast Railway Com-
pany) build a wharf bk fall. o that a steamboat conld comet it and tak onrJ1\j 
dnt . and that th wonlcl bta.in itle in December and gfr ti. ours in Jan nan· : ~ 1 
tllat tbi would b th only way w could get our ln.ncl and told u that tb •t co~I 
g t titl to th land with nt, but it woul,1 be b tter for n · if we would come 111 •Jib 
them· told us if we dido t tlle · wonld put other men on ours ctions and pro,· up 
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on them, and we would lose our land; by this, he (Mr. Ingraham) scared and bluffed 
the most of the settlers so that they signed the so-called contracts. Then the only 
thing I could see for me to do was to sign, as I had no other home but this, and 
could not afford to lose this o_ne; said that they (the company) would not buy our 
improvements . 
That said Ingraham promised for the Florida East Coast Railway to dig a canal, 
in order to drain the near by prairies on said grant, and also to construct a levee to 
keep out Everglade water from the land; that your affiant was induced to sign sai1l 
pn,per for said railroad by the promises and threats made by said Ingraham; that he 
was, ancl is, in great fear of losing his home and valnable improvements by the illeg,11 
acts and statements of said railroad. 
[SEAL.] JOHN F. ROBERTS. 
Sworn to and subscribed before' me this 29th day of January, A. D. 1897. 
Hon. L. Q. C. LA:\IAR, 
J. w. EWAN, 
United States Commissione1', Southern Distl'iot of Ploridct. 
MIAMI, Decernber 17, A. D. 1887. 
Secretary of tlte lnte1·i01·, Washington, D. C. 
Srn: vVe, the undersigned, your petitioners, John A. A<ldison and William Fuzzard, 
citizens of Miami, Dade County, Florida, would respectfully represent unto your 
honor that we have just read. the report of the Honorable S. M. Stockslager, assistant 
commissioner of the General Land Office, of March 15th, A. D.1887, addre_ssed to your 
honor, a copy of which is here attached and marked "Exhibit A," in the matter of 
the confirmation of the Dr. Henry Perrine grant or donation, in Florida, embraci11,~ 
36 sections of land in a body on Biscayne Bay, in townships 55 and 56 south, ranges 
39 antl 40 east, as appears in the tow11ship plat of survey. 
In reply to said report your petitioners have to state in their own behalf the 
following: 
1. That the said Dr. Henry Perrine and his associates never settled npon or improved 
any of said land as required by the act of Congress approved Jnly 7, A. D. 1838, 
neither was he actually engaged in the cultivation of tropical fruits or plants thereon, 
or any of his associates, as alleged in said report. 
2. That the said Dr. Henry Perrine did reside for a short time at Indian Key, a 
distance of 75 miles south from the land in question, and that neither he or his asso-
ciates ever built any houses, buildings on the said land, but the said Perrine was 
killed by the Indians on said key sometime in 1840. 
3. That the widow and children have never established any settlers on each section 
or portion thereof as alleged in said report, neither was there 36 families engaged by 
said Perrine or his widow or children or ever settled or commenced opera,tions to 
establish their homes on the said land, therefore could not have been frightened off 
uy 1,he Indians as stated therein. 
4. That said claimants never planted any seeds and plants, as they say they did, 
until 1850, nor at any other time, as your petitioners are informed and believe. 
That the son of Dr. Perrine, with several others, did occupy a small portion of 
saifl land by camping upon the same from about the latter part of 1876 to about the 
middle of 1877, being about 11 months altogether, but no improvements were illi¼,<lc 
upon said land by said son of said Dr. Perriue, or anyone for him or them, the heirs 
of said Perrine, as alleged by said claimants. The said son further states, as appea,rs 
by the said report, that owing to the isolated condition of the tract and other dis-
couraging matters they returned to the north, when in fact your petitioner, John A. 
Addison, had been living upon said land with his fam!ty for 14 years previous to the 
time of said son's alleged occupation of said land, which was in 1876. That said son 
stated to your petitioner at the time he came on said land iu 1876 that he would 
have never landed upon said land if hf', the saitl John A. Addison, your petitioner, 
bad not been living there, hut now Raid son desires to enter said lands under said 
grant or donation greatly to your petitioner's, John A . Addison, damage and injtuy. 
5. That said report states that from evidence submitted to the office in the form of 
affidavits that John A. Adclison, Charles , eibo1d, Wm. Matteau, Charles Smith, 
Pablo Alayon, M. O'Callahan, and Calvin B. de Malmedy are now residing on 
said lands in sec. 23, 26, and 27, in township 55 south, range 40 east, within said 
grant. In reply to said allegation your petitioners have to say that not one of said 
parties were established on saicl grant by Dr. Perrine heirs or any of them. That 
said parties went there and settled with their own accord, and that soon finding out 
that the same was a grant, Charles Seibold, Wm. Matteau, Charles Smith, Pablo 
Alayon, and Calvin B. de Malmedy deserted aid land without making any improve-
ments thereon whatever; that said M. O'Callahan and your petitioners are the only 
S. R.tep. 3-6S 
• 
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bona fide residents on said section 26. The said John A. Addison residing on the 
fractional SE. quarter of section 26, township 55 sbuth, range 40 east; the said 
William Fuzzard on the NE. quarter of section 26, township 55 south, range 40 east, 
:md the said M. O'Callahan is residing upon a portion of the land settled upon by 
Yonr petitioner, John A. Addison. 
· 6. That your petitioner, John A.Addison, settled upon the SE. quarter of section 26, 
township 55, range 40 east, in April, 1864, with his family, and has resided there ev~r 
Hince up to the present time and is now; that he bas cleared thirty acres of land m 
:.-1, state of cultivation; that the same is planted in oranges, lemons, limes, cocoanuts, 
:ind bananas and vegetables; that he has built a good frame dwelling house, dug a 
well for water an<l fenced said clearing; that all of said improvements were made 
by your petitioner with his own hands during the past twenty-four years, and that 
the value of same is in my ,judgment $10,000; all of which your petitioner prays may 
l,e considered by your honor. ' · 
7. That your petitioner, William Fuzzard, settled upon said land in the NE. quarter 
of section 26, township 55 south, range 40 east, in March, 1884; that he has built a 
good two-story frame dwelling house thereon, dug a well for water, cleared 5 acres, 
and fenced 25 acres, and phmte,d said 5 acres in cocoanuts, pineapples, pears, oranges, 
bananas and other fruits and vegetables; that the value of the same is in my judg-
ment $~,000; that I am now residing npon said land, and have been ever since March, 
1884; all of which your petitioner prays may be duly considered by your honor. 
All of which matters and things your petitioners respectfully submit tu your 
honor's consideration, and will eyer pray, &c., &c. 
J OHX A. ADDISON. 
WILLIAM FUZZARD. 
TATE OF FLORIDA, County of Dade: 
Per onally appeared before me John A. Addison and William Fuzzard, to me 
known, who, being duly sworn, deposeth and saith that they have heard the fore-
going petition read, and that the same is true and correct of their own knowledge 
and a to those things upon information and belief they believe to be true. 
Sworn and subscribed before me December 17, 1887. 
J . .A. A. 
W. F. 
HENRY T. PRIEST, 
Clerk of qrcuit Cour.t, Dade County, Fla. 
This is an exact copy of the original affidavit signed by William Fu.zzard and 
,Jolm A. Addi on, jointly, and 1iled in the Land Office at Washington. 
Wo do again soleurnly swear that the sta,tements therein contaiue<.1 are true, to the 
b t of our knowledo-e and belief. 
TATE OF FLORIDA, Dade County, BB: 
WILLIAM .PUZZARD. 
JOHN A. ADDISON. 
worn to and sub cribecl before me, a notary public in and for Dade County and 
tate of Florida, thi 10th day of December, 1895. 
[ EAL.] CHARLES PEACOCK, 
Notary Public. 
TATE OF FL RJDA, t. ,foh11s County: 
Jam . K Ingraham, b inrr fir t duly sworn, ays that he resides in the rit.v of ,_t. 
An u tiue, t. John County, 1'la.; that he i land commi ioner of the .Florida Ea. t 
Coa. t Railway Company, a corporation of the tate of Florida; that his dntie. · a 
uch land comm is ion r i to develop and settle the east coast of Florida with peop le 
wb . hall en(J' ge in the cultivation of the la nrr the line of the railroad o 
ed company, recrardle s of the o of any of said land . wl1t:tht•r 
or by pri ther companie ; that on 01 
c . the heir of Dr. Henry Per-
u e s to certain Ian 
t err t · an 
h rm o a 
ai s t h 1. 
on or abo a hi 
rant wi h g o 
ing con r o ac 
w ·on of tb n fi 
th ut and thirt o m b 
on ranrring from , r fro 
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weeks or months up to three or four years; deponent further learned that the settlers 
had formed what they termed a" Squatters' Union" for the purpose of cooperation 
in securing titles to the lands on which they had located; that they had instituted 
proceedings before the General Land Office in Wasbingtou and before Congress for 
the pilrpose of having the grant to the Perrines set aside and the lands thrown open 
to homestead entry ; that the action of the sq natters threatened to render this large 
body of lnnd not subject to settlement or development and keep the title of the 
same unsettled for years, great.ly to the injury of the interests of the east coast of 
Florida and the Florida East Coast Ra,il way Company. This de.ponen t then explained 
to some of the squatters the object of his visit and the intention of the Perrine heirs 
to comply with the terms of the acts of Congress, whereupon a meeting of all the 
squatters was called, at which meeting deponent was present and the situation was 
fullv discussed. · 
· This. deponent further says that he then made the following proposition to the 
squatters: That if they would enter .into a written agreement to withdraw their 
proceedings before Congress and the General Land Office relating to said grant, that 
deponent, on behalf of the railway company he represented, would at once proceed 
to cooperate with the Perrine heirs ju complying with the said terms of the acts of 
Congress by placiug settler8 upou the unoccn pied sections of land in said grant, who 
should cultivate said lands in accordance with the terms of the said acts of Congress, 
and also agreed to furnish to all settlers the trees and plants necessary to comply 
with the terms named; that upon receipt by the Perrine heirs of patents covering said 
grant each squatter or settler sho.uld receive title to 20 acres of land; that to this prop-
osition the squatters agreed, with one exception, that the amount of land they should 
receive was not enough; that it was then agreed t,hat each squatter should receive 
40 acres instead of 20. Deponent further says that thereupon a written agreement 
was entered into between the squatters and the said Florida Ea,st Coast Ifailway Com-
pany, em bodying the terms and conditions above set forth, and that a separate agree-
ment was made between said company arnl three of the squatters who had Jived on the 
grant the longer period, by which said three sq natters. should receive 80 acres each 
by reason of valuable improvements they had made. Deponent further says that 
immediately after the execution of said agreements he notified the Perrine heirs of 
the same, and that he would assist them in securing settlers for the balance of the 
sections in said grant; that he there11pon went to work in good faith, employed an 
agent and surveyor to locate settlers upon every section; that he furnished seeds 
and plants of the varieties required, embracing Kola nuts, cinnamon, cinchona, 
vanilla bean, camphor tree, mangoes, akee, etc~, which seeds were received and 
planted; that deponent further assisted said settlers by causing to be opened certain 
drains so as to drain off water and enable settlers to reach the lands upon which 
they had located; also, hy contributing toward building a road. Deponent further 
says that about the middle of the month of December, 1896, a certain attorney at 
law visited the Perrine grant and attempted to change the attitude of the settlers 
by telling them that they could obtttin more fancl by fighting the Perrine heirs and 
again instituting proceedings before the General Land Office; that all of the settlers 
had then already made proofs of settlement before the United States Commissioner, 
and the majority of them refused to listen to the said attorney, lJeJieving that accord-
ing to their agreement with deponent the Perrine heirs were working in good faith 
to comply with the terms of the ads of Congress, and that they would obtain title 
to the land settled upon sooner than by following the advice of said attorney. 
Deponent further says that he has no interest in the lanus of the Perrine grant, 
beyon<l a desire to see the countr.v adjacent to the line of railway developed and the 
question of titles settled so that the entire grant may be thrown open for settlement 
when pa,tents shall issue to the Perrine heirs. 
And further saith not. 
JAMES E. INGRAHAM. 
Snbscribed and sworn to before me this 15th day of January, A. D. l897. 
[SEAL.] W.W. DEWHURST, 
Notary Public State of Florida at La1·ge. 
0 
